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Almtract---Our new sequential and parallel algorithms establish new record upper bounds on both 
arithmetic and Boolean complexity of approximating to complex polynomial zeros. O(n 2 log b log n) 
arithmetic operations or O(n log n log (bn)) parallel steps and n log b/log (bn) processors suffice in order 
to approximate with absolute rrors ~< 2 m-b to all the complex zeros of an nth degree polynomial p(x) 
whose coefficients have mod ~< 2 m. If we only need such an approximation toa single zero ofp(x), then 
O(n log b log n) arithmetic operations or O(log z n log (bn)) steps and (n/log n)log b/log (bn) processors 
suffice (which places the latter problem in NC, that is, in the class of problems that can be solved using 
polylogarithmic parallel time and a polynomial number of processors). Those estimates are reached in 
computations with O(bn) binary bits where the polynomial has integer coefficients. We also reach the 
sequential Boolean time bounds O(bn31og (bn)log log(bn)) for approximating to all the zeros (very minor 
improvement of the bound announced in 1982 by Schrnhage) and O(bn21og log n Iog(bn)log log(bn)) 
for approximating to a single zero. Among further implications are the improvements of the known 
algorithm.q and complexity estimates for computing matrix eigenvalues, for polynomial factorization over 
the field of complex numbers and for solving systems of polynomial equations. The computations rely 
on recursive application of Turan's proximity test of 1968, on its more recent extensions to root radii 
computations, on contour integration via Fast Fourier transform (FFT) within geometric constructions 
for search and exclusion, and (for the final minor improvements ofthe complexity bounds) on the recursive 
factorization ofp(x) over discs on the complex plane via numerical integration and Newton's iterations.' 
1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. Some major methods and the arithmetic (algebraic) complexity estimates 
In the vast bibl iography on the evaluation of  complex polynomial  zeros, only relatively few 
works specifically address the issue of  the complexity of  those computat ions [1-11]. The complexity 
estimates in those papers have been obtained via several different algorithms, relying on Newton's  
iterations and on the various techniques for computing power sums and contour integrals, compare 
Refs [12-14]. Those three basic approaches and techniques have also been combined together and 
manipulated with in different ways, including some geometric constructions for search and 
exclusion on the complex plane (Lehmer, Weyl). In particular Smale [1, 4] and Shub and Smale 
[7, 8] proved that Newton's  method is highly effective in the average case, while Turan's  power sum 
method of  1968 [14-16] and its recent extension [9], turned out to be good and reliable in the worst 
case. 
In Tables 1 and 2 we will trace the history of  the progress in estimating the sequential and parallel 
arithmetic omplexity of  computing polynomial  zeros with absolute rror bound 2-b, provided that 
the polynomial  p(x)  has been scaled so that all its zeros lie in a unit circle. As our comments to 
those tables, we note that the algorithms of  Refs [9, 15, 16] satisfy a bit stronger equirements of  
assuring relative output precision <<. 2-b; the algorithms of  pioneering paper [1] and of  Ref. [4] satisfy 
a little weaker requirement, hat of  computing x such that I P (x)l < 2-b and imply the average case, 
in Ref. [1], or probabil istic, in Ref. [4], estimates, while all other estimates of  those two tables are 
the worst case estimates. We complemented the older algorithms of  Ref. [15-17] with modern 
estimates for the complexity of  their main blocks, which are reduced to polynomial  multiplications 
and divisions and to discrete Fourier transforms (hereafter eferred to as to DFTs).  We also 
included parallel complexity bounds in the cases where those bounds are implicit but not stated 
in the original papers. For  parallel computat ions we assume the customary machine model, where 
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Table 1. Arithmetic complexity of approximating to all the zeros of a polynomial 
Paper Sequential time Parallel time Processors 
[17] O(n~b) 
[9] O(n21og n(b + n log n)) O(n log n(b + n log n)) n 
[11] O(n21og n(n + log b)) O(n log n(n + log b)) n 
This paper O(n21og b log n) O(n log n log(bn)) n log b/log(bn) 
Table 2. Arithmetic omplexity of approximating to a single zero of a polynomial 
Paper Sequential time Parallel time Processors 
[15, 16] O(bn log n) O(b log n) n 
[1,4] O((b + n)n) O((b + n)log n) n/log n 
[I 1] O(n log n(n 2 + log n log b)) O(log n(n + log b)) n 2 
This paper O(n log b log n) O(log2n log(bn)) n log b/(Iog n log(bn)) 
in each step each processor performs at most one arithmetic operation, that is, +, - , . ,  - ,  or 
the evaluation of an Nth root of a positive number for a natural N [18-20]. (We will also include 
here the comparison of two real numbers.) We estimate the number of processors up to within 
constant factors, for we may always slow down the computations K times and use K times fewer 
processors (but >/1). 
As can be seen from Tables 1 and 2, our new algorithms of this paper establish new record upper 
estimates for the parallel and sequential rithmetic omplexity of approximating to all the zeros 
ofp(x) and to a single zero ofp(x). For comparison, recall the known lower bound t~(n + log b) 
on the sequential rithmetic omplexity, valid in both cases of approximating to all the zeros of 
p(x) and to its single zero. (Surely at least n/2 arithmetic operations are needed already in order 
to process the n input coefficients of p(x); the lower bound ~(log b) follows from the results of 
Refs [ll, 21].) 
Table 2 shows in particular that parallel evaluation of a single zero of p(x) requires only 
polylogarithmic parallel time and n or fewer processors, o we added a new problem to NC, that 
is, to the class of problems that can be solved using polylogarithmic parallel time and a polynomial 
number of processors, compare Refs [18-20]. The parallel time bound of the last line of Table 1 
can be decreased to (log n) °") if all the zeros of p(x) are real [10] and/or if b ~< (log n) °°), see 
Theorem 3.3 and Corollary 5.1. 
In Section 12.5 we compare the main techniques used in this paper and in previous important 
works of Refs [2, 11]. Of course, to deduce our improvements of the known complexity bounds, 
we had to apply some new tools and constructions, but we would like to emphasize the power of 
Turan's ingenious result of 1968, which served as the springboard of our work, finally resulted in 
the improvement of all the record estimates of 1987 for the arithmetic complexity of computing 
polynomial zeros. 
1.2. Precision of computations and the Boolean circuit complexity 
Without loss of generality we may assume that the coefficients ofp(x) are real. (Otherwise, we 
may shift to the polynomial p(x)~(x), whose coefficients are real; here/~(x) is obtained from p(x) 
via complex conjugation of the coefficients.) Furthermore, we may truncate the floating point 
mantissas (fractions) to a finite number of digits and then turn them into integers by scaling the 
polynomial. Let those integers lie between -2  m and 2 m. In that case O(bn) bit precision of 
computations suffices in order to support he arithmetic omplexity estimates of Tables 1 and 2, 
where b = q + m, E = 2 -q, see Section 11. (The study of the perturbation of polynomial zeros due 
to variation of their coefficients, see Ref. [12, 2, 22], suggests that the precision of computations 
must be at least of an order of bn in the worst case; on the other hand, even performing our 
algorithms with precision O(b) should suffice for many polynomials p(x).) 
We may immediately extend our estimates of TaMes 1 and 2 to the case of the Boolean circuit 
complexity model, since O(t(B)) Boolean operations or O(log2B) Boolean parallel steps, t(B) 
processors suffice to perform an arithmetic operation over two integers mod 2 B [23-27], where 
t(B) = B log B log log B (1) 
and since in our case B = O(bn). In particular we arrive at the bound O(bn 3log n log2(bn) log log 
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(bn)) on the Boolean sequential time required for computing all the zeros ofp(x). That bound can 
be decreased by a factor of log n using the special algorithms for polynomial arithmetic of [27-30]. 
Even a slightly better bound, O(n3(b + log n) log (bn) log log (bn)), was stated in Ref. [2, Sect. 
19]. (The worst case arithmetic ost of the numerical integration stages of the algorithm of Ref. 
[2] roughly n times exceeds the bounds of the last lines of Tables 1 and 2, respectively, but the 
algorithm of Ref. [2] computes with lower precision in its integration stages.) The proof of the 
Boolean complexity bound of Ref. [2] is very much involved and has not been completed yet. There 
seems to be two difficulties with that proof. One difficulty is due to the intention of A. Schrnhage 
to supply various techniques for the study of the asymptotic complexity of arithmetic computations 
with multiple precision. That study is important heoretically and may lead to the results of 
practical value. Computing polynomial zeros is a good example where multiple precision is 
required, although the hard and uncompleted proofs of Ref. [2] would be much simpler and clearer 
if the methods were first demonstrated in the study of the arithmetic omplexity of the same main 
and auxiliary problems. Another difficulty seems to be due to the complications in ~he algorithm 
of Ref. [2] at its crucial and hardest stage of approximate r cursive splitting ofp(x) into pairs of 
factors over a disc, in particular the complications are where a splitting disc must be found such 
that its boundary lies far enough from all the polynomial zeros. As a side effect of those 
complications, the overhead constants, hidden in the "O" notation of the asymptotic estimates of 
Ref. [2], substantially grow. 
In contrast to that, having modified Lehmer's and Weyl's constructions and having incorporated 
them into our algorithms, we arrived at much simpler proofs, smaller overhead constants, and also 
decreased the arithmetic cost bounds of Ref. [2] roughly by a factor of n. In Sections 2-11 we avoid 
the recursive splitting, and thus greatly simplify our presentation for the price of only a minor 
deterioration of the complexity bounds. In Sections 12.2 and 12.3 we incorporate the splitting in 
order to arrive at the record estimates. In particular, in the sequential case we reach the Boolean 
complexity estimates O(bn 3 log (bn) log log (bn)) and O(bn 2 log log n log (bn) log log (bn)) for 
approximating to all the zeros and to a single zero ofp(x), respectively [to be compared with the 
cited bound of Ref. [2] for all the zeros and with the bound O((b + n)n: log n log(bn) log log(bn)) 
for a single zero implicit in Ref. [2]. 
1.3. Some advantages inpractical implementation 
Together with each approximation x* to a zero ofp(x), our algorithms output a positive Es < E 
and the number of the zeros of p(x) lying in the Es-neighborhood of that approximation and 
counted with their multiplicities. (In the case of an input polynomial p (x) with integer coefficients, 
our algorithms isolate its zeros, that is, for each distinct zero of p(x) they compute a disc that 
contains only that zero. This follows from the known lower bound on the minimum distance 
between the pairs of the distinct zeros of such a polynomial, see Refs [2, 10, 22].) The clusters of 
zeros and multiple zeros of p(x) are treated alike. In fact, polynomials with clustered zeros are 
frequent in applications as numerical approximants o polynomials with multiple zeros; many 
otherwise ffective algorithms fail to converge to the clustered zeros of p(x) or converge very 
slowly. In contrast o that, our algorithms do not slow down at all where the zeros of p(x) are 
clustered together. Furthermore, Lehmer's and Weyl's constructions are self-correcting (that is, 
each their iteration corrects the errors of the previous ones); so are our algorithms. Due to the 
above properties of our algorithms and to their low computational cost (both asymptotic and with 
accounting the overhead), they are certainly good candidates for practical implementation, 
particularly regarding our algorithms for computing all the zeros ofp(x). They surely promise to 
be superior (both in speed and in reliability of handling the clustered zeros) to the currently used 
and already highly effective algorithms, such as one of Ref. [31]. Furthermore, the arithmetic 
complexity bounds of the last line of Table 1 seem to be overly pessimistic in the case of many 
polynomials p(x): deducing our worst case estimates, we pessimistically assume that all our 
recursive subdivisions of the set of zeros of p(x) are highly unbalanced, while such a systematic 
disbalance is certainly a rather exceptional case in practice. 
1.4. Some further applications 
Further extensions and applications of the results of this paper include, in particular, fac- 
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torization of a polynomial over the field of complex numbers via the same algorithms as for 
computing all its zeros (with more favorable Boolean complexity bounds for factorization, see 
Remark 11.1 in Section 11) and computing the greatest common divisor (gcxl) of two or several 
univariate polynomials. Numerical treatment of the latter problem can be immediately reduced to 
numerical evaluation of all the zeros of the input polynomials, although there are superior 
algorithms for parallel evaluation of the gcd of a pair or of a set of any input polynomials [19, 32] 
and also for its sequential evaluation in the case where the input polynomials have integer 
cocflicients [30, Sect. 15; 33]. 
Another important example of applications: Renegar [34] relies on the elimination theory [35] 
in order to reduce solving a system of polynomial equations to the evaluation of the zeros of a 
single polynomial. 
Finally, computing the eigenvalues of a matrix can be reduced to computing (a) its characteristic 
polynomial and then (b) the zeros of that polynomial. That method is rarely used, due to the need 
for high precision computations at stage (a). In many cases, however, the eigenvalues themselves 
are sought with high precision; then the above objection to that approach looses its ground (in 
fact we may exactly compute the characteristic polynomial where the input matrix is filled with 
integers [36]). In that case we apply the current best algorithms at both stages (a) and (b) (see Refs 
[36, 37] for a stage (a), this paper and Ref. [2] for stage (b)) and arrive at the record worst case 
complexity estimates (both arithmetic and Boolean) for computing matrix eigenvalues. 
1.5. Contents 
We will organize this paper as follows. In Section 2 we introduce some basic definitions. In 
Section 3 we recall Turan's proximity test and its extension to computing a single zero ofp(x) via 
Lchmer's construction. In Section 4 we will recall (and at some point slightly simplify) Sch6nhage's 
algorithms for the root radii computations. In Section 5 we will incorporate Turan's test into Weyl's 
construction. Both Lehmer-Turan's algorithm of Section 3 and Turan-Weyl's algorithm of Section 
5 are quite effective for computing relatively rough approximations topolynomial zeros [within the 
errors of orders of, say 1/n°t~)]. In Sections 9and 10 we will extend those two algorithms to effective 
approximation to the zeros ofp(x) with (arbitrarily) high precision. In Sections 6-8 we will present 
the auxiliary constructions and algorithms required in Sections 9 and 10. In Section 11 we will 
estimate the precision of computations that we need to use and the Boolean complexity estimates 
(to be slightly improved in Section 12.3). In Sections 12.1-12.4 we will examine some alternatives 
to our algorithms. In particular the alternative of recursive splitting of a polynomial over a disc 
(Sections 12.2, 12,3) can be used to replace the auxiliary constructions of Sections 7 and 8. In 
Section 12.5 we will briefly compare the techniques of Refs [2, 11], and our paper. In Section 12.6 
we will state some open problems. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND AN AUXILIARY ALGORITHM 
Definition 2.1 
Compare Refs [18-20]. OA(t,p) will mean t parallel arithmetic steps and p processors. 
OA(T) = OA(T, 1) will denote the sequential arithmetic time, that is, the number of arithmetic 
operations used. Replacing arithmetic operations by Boolean ones we will arrive at the Boolean 
model of computations with the notation Os(t,p), OB(T). 
Hereafter let a polynomial p(x) of degree n be fixed, 
p (x )= ~ p~xi=pN ~] (x - xj), pN #0. (2) 
i=0 j= l  
Definition 2.2 
D = D(X, R) denotes the disc of radius R with center X on the complex plane; S = 
S(X, R) denotes the square with vertices X + R + R~- - I ,  X - R - R~- - I ,  X - R + R~-~-~, 
X + R - rx/~-T. We will write p(S) = p(D) = R. 
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Remark 2. I 
Hereafter in different sections each of the characters R, X, r, x, Y, X e, R e, r e, Ye, etc. may denote 
distinct values; all the rectangles and squares in complex domains have their sides parallel to the 
coordinate axes. 
Definition 2.3 
z(U) denotes the set of all the zeros of p(x) in a complex domain U. Two complex domains 
U and V are called equivalent if z(U) = z(V). Transformation of a domain U into its equivalent 
subdomain is called shrinking or contraction. I f  U denotes a square, or a disc, we define its rigidity 
ratio r.r. (U), and its isolation ratio, i.r. (U), as follows, 
r.r.(U) -- rain (p (U- )/p (U)), 
i.r.(U) = max (p (U + )/p (U)). 
Here the minimization and" maximization are over all the domains U-  and U + equivalent to U 
and such that U -  ___ U and U _ U +. 
Definition 2.4 
d(U) = maxlx e-xh l  for a complex domain U. Here the maximum is over all the pairs of zeros 
of p(x) in U. 
Proposition 2.1 
r.r. (S)1> d(S)/(2w/-2p(S)) for a square S; r.r. (D) >/ d(D)/(2p(O)) for a disc D. 
Definition 2.5 
A complex point X is called an isolated e-approximation to a zero xj ofp(x )  if the disc D(X, E) 
contains xj and has isolation ratio at least 1 + 1In. 
Definition 2.6 
The number of zeros of a polynimial p(x) in a complex domain U, counted with their 
multiplicities, is called the index ofp(x )  in U and is denoted i(p(x), U). 
Definition 2. 7 
The distances rl(X) >>. r2(X) I> "" • i> r,(X) from point X to  the n zeros o fp (x )  are called the root 
radii ofp(x )  at X; r,(X) is called the sth root radius o fp (x )  at X, and we set rs(X) = oo for s <~ O, 
rs(X) = 0 for s > n. 
Proposition 2.2 
1/rs(X) equals the 
(x -- X)"p (1/(x - X)). 
(n + 1 -s ) th  root radius at X of the (reverse) polynomial 
Definition 2.8 
For fixed positive R and e, denote 
b= log:(R/Q, 
provided that R upper bounds the moduli of  all the zeros of p(x), 
R >~lxjl for j - -1  . . . .  n. 
This is the case, in particular, for 
R=2 max [p,_h/p,[ t/h, 
h= l , . . . ,n  
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
see Ref. [13, Sect. 6.4]. 
Algorithm 2.1. Superscription of a square about a given set of points 
Input. A (finite) set H of complex points. 
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Computation. Compute the max M and the min m in the set of the real parts of the points of 
H. Output (M + m)/2 and (M-  m)/2. Then repeat the same computations for the set of the 
imaginary parts of the points of H. 
Proposition 2.3 (compare with the end of Remark 2.1) 
The two half-sums in the outputs of Algorithm 2.1 equal the real and imaginary parts of the 
center of the minimum rectangle containing the set H. The two half-differences equal the 
half-lengths of the sides of that rectangle. The center x and the half-length r of  the longer side define 
a square S(x,r) containing the set H. Moreover, r <~ p(S) for any square S containing the set H. 
In the sequel we will use the known effective algorithms for some basis operations with 
polynomials (such as their multiplication and division with a remainder, DFT, scaling and shift 
of the variable) and for solving a triangular Toeplitz system of equations; the arithmetic ost of 
those computations i OA(IOg n, n), see Refs [9, 23-25]. 
3. TURAN'S  PROXIMITY  TEST AND LEHMER-TURAN'S  APPROXIMATION 
TO A ZERO OF A POLYNOMIAL  
In this section we will recall Turan's proximity test, which will enable us to compute a distance 
from a complex point X to the nearest zero of p(x), so that a relative error at most 5 ~/N- 1 is 
assured for the cost OA(lOg N log n,n). Then we will apply such tests recursively (for N = 32) to 
approximate to a single zero of p(x). 
Algorithm 3.1 (Turan's proximity test) 
Inputs. A degree n polynomial p(x) of equation (2) and a complex number X that is not a zero 
of p(x).  
Stage I. Choose a natural N and compute the values of the power sums, 
gN 1~(X-x~), g, j= l ,2 ,  . , sgN= yj , y j=  . . n. 
j=l  
Stage 2. Compute and output 
r max [S~N/nl l /~  and r*= 51/Nr. 
g=l  . . . . .  n 
Theorem 3.1 [14, p. 299] 
For the output r of Algorithm 3.1, 
1~< min IX - xjl/r <. 5 ~/iv, 
j= l  . . . . .  n 
that is, i(p(x), D)= 0, i.r. (D)~< 5 t/N where D = D(X, r), compare with Definitions 2.3, 2.6, 
Remark 3.2 below and Corollary 4.1 in Section 4. 
For our purpose it will suffice if N = 32; then 
1.051581 < 51/:¢ < 1.051582. (6) 
Turan chooses N = 2 h to be a power of 2 and performs Stage 1 as follows. 
Subalgorithm 3.1 
Stage (a). Shift the variable y = x - X and compute the coefficients of the n th degree polynomial 
q(y) with the zeros yj = 1/(x/- X), j = 1 . . . . .  n, such that 
n 
p(x) =p(X + y) = ~, p,(X)y i, 
i=0  
q(y) =ynp(X + l/y) = ~ p,(X) y n-t = p0(X) l'Zl (y -yj). (7) 
i=0  j= l  
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Stage (b). Let qo(Y) = q(y)/po(X) and successively compute the coefficients of the polynomials 
q~+~(Y)=q,(x/~)q,(-x/~),  i=0 ,  1 . . . . .  h - 1. (8) 
Iteration i of that algorithm squares the zeros of the polynomial qi(y), so 
qh(Y) = (-- 1) h~ f l  (Y _yjV) = ~ qi, hyi, N = 2 h. (9) 
jffi l j= l  
That algorithm is due to Dandelin, which was shortly afterwards rediscovered by Lobachevsky, 
but is commonly known as Graeffe's [12, 13]. 
Stage (c). Compute the (shifted inverse) power sums SgN for g = 1 . . . . .  n from the following 
triangular Toeplitz system of Newton's identities [12, p. 36] 
q~,hSN + qn- m,h = 0, 
qn,h S2N + qn - t,h SN + 2qn- 2.h = 0, 
qn,hSnN + q~- l,hS¢~- J)N +" " " + nqo,k = O. (10) 
At Stage (a) we just shift the variable x; every iteration i of Stage (b) is a polynomial 
multiplication (convolution); Stage (c) of solving the triangular Toeplitz system (10) amounts to 
polynomial division, see Ref. [30]. Thus the overall cost of Algorithm 3.1 is Oa(1 + h log n, n). 
Remark 3.1 
Subalgorithm 3.1 can be replaced by numerical integration, 
sK = ~ (yrq,  (y)/q(y))  dy, (1 l) 
eF  
see Ref. [13]. Here F denotes the boundary of a region containing all the zeros of q(y). Choosing 
a circular region we may reduce the numerical integration to DFT, compare Section 12.2 below. 
Next we will recall the algorithm of Ref. [14-16], which approximates to a single zero of p(x) 
by using Algorithm 3.1 within Lehmer's geometric onstruction [12, pp. l l l - l l 2 ;  38]. We will 
assume that two sufficiently large integers N and Q have been fixed, say Q = N = 32. 
Algorithm 3.2 
Inputs. Polynomial p(x)  of equation (2), a complex X0, an integer j, and positive r* and E < r* 
such that 1 ~< r/(X)/r* <<. 5 l/N, 1 <~j <<. n, where r/(Xo) denotes the j th  root radius o fp (x )  at X0, see 
Definition 2.7. 
Stage g, g = O, 1 . . . . .  Apply Algorithm 3.1 at X = Yi for i = 0, 1 . . . . .  Q -  1, where Y~ = 
Xg+ r*og;, a~ denotes a primitive Q-root of 1, a~ o = 1, o~i# 1 if 0 < i < Q. Choose i where the 
output r* of Algorithm 3.1 takes minimum value; let r*+~ denote that output and let Xg+~ = Y~. 
If r*+l < E, output Xg+l and r*+t. Otherwise enter Stage g + 1. 
Theorem 3.1 implies that 
1 <. r~+,/rn(Xg+,) <. 5 ~m, r*+~ < ar*g for g = 0, 1 . . . . .  (12) 
where a = a(N, Q) converges to 0 as N and Q converge to ~;  a(32, 32) < 0.2. 
Apply expression (12) recursively for g = 0,1 . . . .  and arrive at the following result. 
Theorem 3.2 [14-16] 
For a positive E, a single zero of a polynomial p(x)  can be evaluated with absolute rror < e for 
the cost OA(b* log n, n), where 
b*=log2(r/e), r =rn(X)= min IX-xjl, 
j= l  . . . . .  n 
and X denotes an initial approximation to a zero ofp(x) ;  r/> E, and an upper bound on r is given 
by equation (18), see below. 
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Remark 3.2 
Turan [14-16] uses his algorithm also in order to approximate to 
r t (X)= max IX-xjl, 
j= l , . . . ,n  
the first root radius ofp(x)  at X, recall Definition 2.7. Proposition 2.2 implies immediate reduction 
of computing r~ (X) to computing r,(X) and vice versa, but Turan just presents two dual algorithms 
for those two dual problems. In particular, here are Turan's inequalities dual to ones of Theorem 
3.1, 
1 <~ Irl(x)l/ max {s*~c/nl <~ 5 I/N, where s* denotes ~ xff. 
g=l , . . . ,n  i=1 
In fact in Algorithm 3.2 he chooses j = 1 at Stage 0, but the choicej = n seems to be a little better, 
for r,(X) < r~(X) as a rule. 
Remark 3.3 
In Section 6 of Ref. [9] Turan's algorithm is extended to computing all the zeros o fp(x)  with 
the error bound ¢ = 2 -b for the cost OA(n log n(n log n + b), n). In that extension, when a zero 
Yj = Y~l) of q(y) becomes available, the same algorithm of Ref. [14] is applied again [but with SSN 
replaced by s r~-  y~) throughout]. The process is recursively repeated until all the n zeros are 
computed. 
We will conclude this section using iterations (8) in order to obtain the following result. 
Theorem 3.3 
Let all the zeros ofp,(2) be real. Then they can be computed with relative output error bound 
= 2 -b for the cost OA((b Jr log n) log n, n). 
Proof. Deduce from equations (9) that 
Iq,-g,s[ = ~ lYj(I)Yj(2)...Yj~)IN, N=2*,  h = 1,2 . . . . .  n. (13) 
~i)  . . . . .  jig) 
The latter sum is over all the sets {j(1), j(2) . . . . .  j(h)} of distinct values in the range from 1 to 
n. For even N = 2 h, equation (13) implies that 
1 ~]q,-g,h/(Y~Y2'' .yg)N] <<,n!/(g!(n --g)!)~<2% g = 1 . . . . .  n. 
Therefore, O(b + log n) iterations (8) suffice in order to compute the products [y~y2...y g] for 
g = 1 . . . . .  n with relative errors ~< ¢/2 = 2 -l-b, and then the absolute values [y~[ . . . . .  l y,] with 
relative errors 4¢ = 2 -b, remaining within the complexity bounds of Theorem 3.3. Similarly we 
compute the absolute values of the zeros zg = Yh -- A of the polynomial s(z) = q(z + A) (where, say 
A is close to ly, I/2) and finally recover the values y~= +lygl from lyxl and lyg-A l=lzg l ,  
g = 1 . . . . .  n. This proves Theorem 3.3. Q.E.D. 
4. ROOT RADII  COMPUTATIONS 
in Sections 7 and 9 (and also in Remark 5.2 below) we will apply some extensions of Theorem 
3.1. We will derive them by following and slightly simplifying Ref. [2, Sect. 14]. In this section we 
will assume that X = 0 (otherwise we will shift the variable letting y = x -X )  and will denote 
r~ = r,(X) (compare Definition 2.7), 
r0= oo, r,+l =0. (14) 
Consider the two following tasks. 
Task r. Given positive r and A, find a (generally nonunique) integer s such that 
r , . l / (1 +A)<r  <(1 -t- A)r~. 
Task s. Given an integer s, 1 ~<s ~<n, and a positive A, find a positive r such that 
r/(1 -I- A) < r, < (1 -t- A)r. 
We will solve Tasks r and s for 1 + A = 2n, with immediate extension to arbitrary positive A via 
g = g (A) = r logs (log(2n)/log(1 + A)) A (15) 
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iteration (8); indeed, such an iteration amounts to squaring 1 + A in the context of Tasks r and 
s. The cost of those iterations hould be added to the overall cost of the solution, of course. Note 
that 
g(A) = 0 if 1 + A >I 2n; g(A) = O(log log n) if 1/A = O(1), (16) 
g(A) = O(log n) if I/A ~< n °(I). (17) 
Frequently throughout this paper we will need to solve Task s for s = n; we will use the following 
corollary from Theorem 3.1, compare Remark 3.2. 
Corollary 4.1 
(a) For s = 1 and s = n Task s can be solved via application of Theorem 3.1 for the cost 
OA((1 + g)log n, n), where g is defined by expressions (15-17). (b) Moreover, the cost decreases 
to OA (log n, n) if 1/A = O(1). 
Reference [2] indicates an alternative (slightly inferior) way, based on the following well known 
inequalities (whose derivation is simpler than the proof of Theorem 3.1, compare Ref. [14] with 
Ref. [13, pp. 451,452, 457]): 
t*/n <~rl <2t*,  t* =max]p~_h/p~[ 1lb. 
h>0 
Here p~ denote the coefficients ofp(x),  compare quations (2) and (5). Apply Proposition 2.2 and 
extend those bounds as follows: 
t*/2 < r~ <~ nt*, t* = minlpo/ph [ I/h (18) 
h>0 
Therefore, r = r* = t* ~ is a solution to Task s for s = 1, while r = r* = t* ~ is a solution 
to Task s for s = n, where in both cases 1 + A = ~/~.  This can be extended to the solution of Task 
s for s = 1 and s = n with arbitrary 1 + A > 1 for the cost OA (g log n, n) of g iterations (8), where 
g is defined by expressions (15)--(17). That cost bound is the same as in part (a) of Corollary 4.1. 
In this paper, apart from Task s for s = n, we will also need to solve Task s for s < n in Section 
7 and Task r in Remark 5.2 of the next section and in Section 10. Next we will supply solutions 
in those cases, relying on the following useful and elegant result. 
Theorem 4.1 [2] 
If 1 ~<m ~<n and if IPn+l-m-h/P~+l-ml <-av h for h = 1 . . . . .  n + 1 -m,  then rm<m(a + 1)v. 
Proof See Ref. [2]. Due to VanVleck's theorem, [13, p. 459] 
P .~+1_,~ ( n ) (n - I )  (1 )  r~-" ~+l-m -m ~< IP01+ ]p~]rm+'"+ P~-m[ ~ • n+l - -m n - -m 
Divide both sides by ]p~ +1-~ I r n +1-m, apply the assumed bound on the ratios ]P~ +1-~- h/P~-,~ ], and 
deduce for x = v/rm that 
1 <<.ax '+ l -~(mn_ l )+ax~- ' (n~l l )+ . . .+ax2( :  ___ll)+ax (m m 1)" (19) 
If x I> 1, then rm ~< v, and Theorem 4.1 follows. Otherwise xpression (19) implies that 
l +a  <<.a/(1-x) m, 1/x <(a + l)d/((a + l) d-ad), d= l/m, 
so rm/v = 1/x < (a + 1)/d, and then again Theorem 4.1 follows. Q.E.D. 
Theorem 4.1 and Proposition 2.2 also imply a similar upper bound on 1/r~, which is the 
(n + 1 -m) th  root radius of the reverse polynomial x"p(1/x), having the same coefficients as p(x), 
but appearing in the reverse order. 
Theorem 4.1 immediately implies the solution of Task r for r = 1 and 1 + A = 2n. Indeed, 
compute m such that 
Ip,+~-ml--- max Ip, I. 
O~l~n 
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If m =n + 1 then t* >I 1, r~> 1/2, r~+t --0, see expressions (14) and (18), so s =n is a desired 
solution to Task r. Otherwise 1 ~< m ~< n. Then applications of Theorem 4.1 with a = v = 1 to p(x) 
and to x~p(1/x) yield that 1/(2(n + 1 - m)) < rm < 2m, so 1/(2n) < r m < 2n, and s = m - 1 is a 
solution to Task r, where r = 1 and 1 + A = 2n (take into account equations (14), where m = 1, 
s = 0). The extensions to arbitrary r is via scaling the variable x and to arbitrary A via iterations 
(8), see above. We arrive at Proposition 4.1. 
Proposition 4.1 
Task r can be solved for the cost OA((1 + g) log n, n), where g is defined by expressions (15)-(17); 
the cost can be decreased to OA(1Og n, n/log n) if 1 + A I> 2n. 
We could solve Task s by recursively applying Proposition 4.1 in a binary search algorithm, but 
we will prefer a more direct algorithm outlined in Ref. [2]. In its description we will use the 
following definitions; 
y=x/p ,  q(y)=yp(py)= ~ q,yU, q~=O if u<0 oru>n.  (20) 
u=0 
Algorithm 4.1 
Choose the scaling factors ? and p in relations (20) and two integers t and h such that 
qt=l<~qt+h=~h<2 h, t<n+l - - s<~t+h,  (21) 
and the following convexity property holds: in the plane {(u, w)} for none u the point (u, w(u)) lies 
above the straight line passing through the two points (t, w(t)) and (t + h, w(t + h)), where w(u) 
denotes log 2 I qul. Compute and output r = p/~. 
The relations (21) and the above convexity property imply that 
qt+s/qt <<-~, qt+h-g/qt+h ~< 1/~ g for all positive g. (22) 
In the sequel we will use expression (22) in order to prove that the output r of Algorithm 4.1 is 
a solution to Task s for 1 + A = 2n, but at first we will specify the computations in Algorithm 4.1. 
Note that scaling relation (20) turns the coefficients p, of p(x) into the coefficients 
q~ = ?pjpU (23) 
of q (y), so log2 q~ - log2pu = log2? - u log2p for all u; consequently, the convexity property required 
in Algorithm 4.1 is invariant in scaling relation (20). Therefore, Algorithm 4.1 can be performed 
as follows. 
Algorithm 4.2 
Compute the convex hull H of the finite set {(u, log2lpu[), u = 0,1 . . . . .  n} on the plane, find the 
edge of the boundary of H whose orthogonal projection onto the u-axe is an interval including 
the point n + 1 - s. Choose t and t + h to be the endpoints of that interval. Choose p and ? such 
that expression (21) holds for the latter choice of t and h, that is, such that 
pt+h = yptph <~ ?Pt+h = ~h pt+h < 2h pt+h. 
[Here we scaled expression (21) by pt+h and applied equation (23).] Finally compute and output 
r = ~/p where ~ = ql~h = (~Pt+h/Pt+h) l/ ,see expressions (21) and (23). 
To prove that r = ~/p is indeed a solution to Task s for 1 + A = 2n, let r* = rj/p for all .~ so 
rj* denotes the j th  root radius of q(y) at 0. Due to expressions (22) we may apply Theorem 4.1 
to q(y) with a = 1, v = 1/~ and to ynq(1/y) with a = 1, v = ~ and yield the desired bounds 
$ (r/p)/2n = 1/(2n~) < r,+ i -i ~< r* ~< r*+ i - I -h < 2n/~ = 2nr/p, (24) 
so r,/(2n) < r < 2nrs. 
Proposition 4.2 
Tasks  ean be solved for the cost c^(CH)+ OA(g log n, n) where g is defined by expressions 
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(15)-(17) and where CA(CH) denotes the cost of computing the values log2lPul for u = 0, 1 . . . . .  n 
and the convex hull of the set {(u, log2lP~l), u = 0, 1 . . . . .  n} of n + 1 points on the plane. 
Note that we compute the convex hull H of the same set to solve Task s for all s. If  we allow 
CREW PRAM (rather than arithmetic ircuits), then we may compute H for the cost OA(IOg n, n) 
[39-41] although the overhead constants are very large. Ref. [2] suggests using Newton's diagram 
to reach the cost OA(n log n). 
In the applications of Section 7, however, we only need to solve Task s where 1 + A = 2n and 
where in addition we have a disc D such that 
i(p(x), D) = k = n + 1 - s, i.r.(D) = (1 + bt) 2 1> 4n 2. (25) 
In that case we may solve Task s on arithmetic ircuits for a lower cost, OA(1 , n)  with small 
overhead. 
Proposition 4.3 
Task s for 1 + A = 2n can be solved for the cost OA(1 , n) if equations (25) hold. 
Proof. Equations (25) imply that r,_~/rs=r*_Jr* >>.4n ~. On the other hand, the last 
two inequalities of relation (21) imply that r*+~_r_h>>.r * >>.r*+~_,, so either t =n- -s  +2-h  
r* or otherwise r*+l_,_h/ n +~-, >>" r*_~/r* >f 4n 2. The latter inequalities contradict relation (24), so 
t = n + 2 -  h - s  if equations (25) hold. Then it remains to choose h such that the convexity 
property of Algorithm 4.1 holds. This can be done for the cost OA (1, n), and we will avoid computing 
the convex hull. Indeed, the convexity property is invariant in scaling relation (20), so we may deal 
with the coefficients Pu o fp (x )  [rather than with the coefficients qu of q(y)] and may compute h 
as a positive integer maximizing the value (p,+h/p,) 1lb. This proves Proposition 4.3. 
5. TURAN-WEYL 'S  EXCLUSION ALGORITHM,  COMPUTING THE 
NUMBER OF POLYNOMIAL  ZEROS IN A DISC, AND AN 
OUTL INE OF A FURTHER IMPROVEMENT 
In this section we will complement Weyl's exclusion algorithm [13, pp. 517-521] by Turan's 
proximity test, so that for a prescribed positive E our next algorithm will compute isolated 
Es-approximations to all the zeros o fp (x )  for some cs < E, see Definition 2.5. Then we will devise 
Algorithm 5.2 in order to compute the indices of p(x)  in the Es-neighborhoods of the computed 
approximations. The resulting cost bounds will be quite satisfactory for larger e and will be 
improved for smaller e in Sections 9 and l0 (using the auxiliary results of Sections 6-8), see an 
outline of that improvement at the end of this section. 
Algorithm 5.1 (Turan-Weyl) 
Inputs. Polynomial p(x) of equation (2), positive integers J, k and N, complex X and positive 
R such. that the square S(X, R) contains at most k distinct zeros of p(x) and has isolation 
ratio/> x/~. In Stage 0 call the square S(X, R) suspect. 
Stage j, j = 0,1 . . . . .  J. Subdivide ach suspect square with side length R/2 j-  ~ into four squares 
with side length R/2 j and apply Algorithm 3.1 at their centers. Call the tested square suspect unless 
Algorithm 3.1 outputs r > R/2 j-  o.5, that is, unless the test proves that the square contains no zeros 
of p(x). In Stage J output the centers of all the suspect squares having side length R/2 J. 
Proposition 5.1 
Iteration j of Algorithm 5.1 has cost OA (log n, kn) and defines at most 4 k suspect squares with 
side length R/2L The centers of those squares approximate to all the zeros o fp(x)  in S(X, R) with 
errors ~< R/2 j-°5, and the center of every suspect square lies at the distance at most (R/2 j-°s) 5 lm 
from some zero of p(x). 
Proposition 5.1 immediately follows from Theorem 3.1. 
Theorem 5.1 
Let Algorithm 5.1 be applied, let E be a positive constant, b = log2 (R/E), compare with equation 
(3). Then the center Xs of every suspect square output by iteration J = [b + log2n 1 + 5 of 
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Algorithm 5.1 is an isolated E,-approximation to a zero of p(x) for E, ~< E. Es for all the suspect 
squares can be computed for the cost OA(log k, k2). 
Corollary 5.1 
Let positive b, R and E satisfy expressions (3) and (4). Then isolated E~-approximations to all the 
n zeros o fp (x )  where E~ ~< E for all s can be computed for the cost OA((b + log n)log n, n2). 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. Due to Proposition 5.1, each output suspect square S(Xs, r) has center 
X~ approximating to a zero of p(x) within rx/~ 5 I/N, and 
r < E/((12n + 1)x/~ ). (26) 
Also other required properties immediately follow, except hat it remains to prove the c,-isolation 
of X, with ~, ~< E and to estimate E, for each center X,. Define 
r0=rx/~,  r i+ l=r i+3r0=(3 i+4) r0  for i=0 ,1 ,2  . . . . .  (27) 
Fix X, and successively (for i = 0, 1 . . . .  ) check if there is any output suspect square that does not 
lie inside the disc D(X,, ri) hut lies in or intersects the disc D(X,, ri(n + 1)/n). Such a square will 
be called adjacent o the disc D(X,, ri). By definition, it lies inside the discs D(X,, rj) for all j > i 
and therefore is not adjacent to them. Since there are at most 4k output suspect squares, checking 
step i will give answer "no" for some i = i(s) <<. 4k. Then r~ = (3i + 1)r0 ~< (12k + 1)r0 < E, due to 
expressions (26) and (27), and i.r. (D(X,, r~)) >>. 1 + l/n, so X, is a desired isolated ~,-approximation 
to a zero of p(x) for E, = rs. For every fixed s perform all the O(k) checkingsteps in parallel. 
Checking step i for each of O(k) output suspect squares amounts to computing the distance from 
its center to the center of its nearest neighbor among the output suspect squares, so all the O(k) 
checking steps for all O(k) output suspect squares have overall cost OA(log k, kS). Q.E.D. 
Next we will compute the index of p (x) in the E,-neighborhood feach isolated E,-approximation 
to a zero of p(x) and, more generally, in a disc D with isolation ratio 1 + # > 1. 
Proposition 5.2 
Let i.r. (D) >1 1 + v > 1 for a disc D = D(X, r). Then the index i(p(x), D) can be computed for 
the cost OA(h log n, n) where 
h = 1 + rlog2(log 9/log (1 +v) ) ]  =O(log (l/v)) as v~0.  (28) 
Proof See also Remark 5.2 below. The well known winding number algorithms (whose cost is 
O^(log n, n)) [11, 13, pp. 239-241], compute the index i(p(x), D) ofp(x)  in a disc D = D(X, r) 
provided that all the zeros ofp(x)  lie far enough from the boundary o ld  or of a fixed disc D(x, r*) 
equivalent to D. Reference [11] proves that the bound i.r. (D) >i 9 already suffices in order to assure 
the latter provision. The next algorithm reduces the case of arbitrary disc D with i.r. (D)> 1 
to the case i.r. (D) I> 9. 
Algorithm 5.2 
Inputs. Complex X, positive r and v, and polynomial p(x) of equation (2) such that i.r. 
(D(X, r)) I> 1 + v > 1, compare with Definition 2.3. 
Stage 1. Compute the coefficients of the monic polynomial qo(Y)=p(X + ry)/(rnx,). 
Stage 2. Apply h iterations (8) where h is defined by equations (28). 
Due to the transformation f the variable, Stage 1 of the algorithm transforms the discs D(X, r) 
and D(X, (1 + v)r) into the discs D(O, 1) and D(O, 1 + v), respectively. Stage 2 transforms the 
disc D(O, 1) into itself and the disc D(0, 1 + v) into the disc D(0,(1 +V)N), where N =2 h, 
(1 + v)N>_- 9 due to equations (28), so the isolation ratio of D(0.1) with respect o qh(Y) is at least 
9. Therefore, we may apply a winding number algorithm and compute the index i(qh(y), 
D(O, 1)) = i(p(x), D(X, r)). This proves Proposition 5.2. Q.E.D. 
Corollary 5.2 
Given an isolated E-approximation X to a zero of p(x), the index of p(x) in the disc D(X, E) 
can be computed for the cost OA(log2n, n). 
Proof Apply Proposition 5.2 with r = E, v = l/n. Q.E.D. 
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Remark 5.1 
The proof of Proposition 5.2 would little change if we set qo(Y)=p(X+y)/pn i  Stage 1 of 
Algorithm 5.2. 
Remark 5.2 
Given a disc D = D(0, p) such that i.r.(D) I> (1 + v) 2, we may compute s = n + 1 - i(p(x), D) 
by solving Task r of Section 4 for r = (1 + v)p and for any A ~< v. The cost of the solution is 
OA((1 + g) log n, n) where g is defined by expressions (15)--(17), so g = O(h + log log n), compare 
equations (15) with (28). This implies an alternative proof of Proposition 5.2, provided that its cost 
bound changes respectively. That change would not affect Corollary 5.2. 
Finally let us outline our further improvement of Turan-Weyl's algorithm that we will present 
in Sections 6-9. 
We will separately treat two cases. 
• Case 1. See Section 9. For an input square S = S(Y, R*), r.r. (S) > 1/(8x/~n2). Then in O(log 
n) recursive subdivisions of S in Turan-Weyrs algorithm, the set of all the suspect squares will 
form at least two connected components Cg, included into some squares equivalent to them and 
having isolation ratios i> 6. The index ofp(x)  in each component will be positive but strictly less 
than in S. We will repeat hat process recursively for each such square unless its rigidity ratio is 
smaller than 1/(8x/~n2). This surely will be the case if i(p(x),Cg) = 1, so this will be the case in 
~< n - 1 subdivisions of the square into strongly isolated components. 
Case 2. See Sections 7 and 8. r.r.(S)~< 1/(8x/~n 2) or equivalently i.r.(D)~>8n ~, where 
D = D (Y, R), R = R*/(8n:). Then we will compute an approximation M* to the center of gravity 
M = silk of all the k zeros of p(x) in S using numerical integration (11) along the boundary F
of the disc D. Then we will apply Proposition 4.3 in order to approximate rn÷~_k(M*), the 
(n + 1 --k)th root radius of p(x) at M*, equal to the distance from M* to the farthest zero of 
p(x) in S. The disc D(M*, rn÷m_k(M*)) is equivalent to S and, as we will prove, has rigidity 
ratio > l/(8n 2) (so we will go back to Case 1) unless r~÷~_k(M*) is smaller than, say IM -M*  I/2. 
In the latter case M* approximates to all the k zeros of p(x) in S with errors ~< IM* - M 1/2. 
It remains to assure that I M* - M 1/2 < E (which we will do by repeating the integration recursively 
along the boundaries of smaller and smaller discs centered at the current approximations to M 
and equivalent to S). 
Implementing that outline in Sections 6-9, we will distinguish between Cases 1 and 2 for the input 
square S by recursively applying a special algorithm (Subalgorithm 6.1 of Section 6) based on the 
application of Turan's test at the four vertices of the square S. That special algorithm will be used 
also in Section 10 within our accelerated algorithm for computing a single zero of p(x). 
6. HOW TO CONTRACT A SQUARE REGION 
The next algorithm will contract a square S(Y, R) having isolation ratio I> 4 into its equivalent 
subsquare S(Z, r) such that either 
r < 0.8R, (29) 
that is, the input square is contracted into a substantially smaller subsquare, or otherwise 
r.r. (S(Z, r)) > 0.1 and d(S(Z, r)) > 0.3R/> 0.3r, (30) 
compare Definitions 2.3 and 2.4. If expression (30) holds, the algorithms of Sections 9 and 10 will 
effectively subdivide all the zeros of S(Y, R) into two or several isolated groups. The algorithm 
will rely on the application of Turan's test at the four vertices of S(Y, R). Then the points of the 
four resulting discs free of zeros ofp (x) will be eliminated from S( Y, R), and the remaining domain 
will be covered by the square S(Z, r) via application of Algorithm 2.1. 
Subalgorithm 6.1 
Inputs. Polynomial p(x) of equation (2), complex Y, and positive R, such that i.r. (S(Y, R)) >1 4. 
Stage 1. Let g and h take the values -1  and 1 and let 
r g, h) = r + (g + h,f--T)R 
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denote the four vertices of the square S(Y, R). Fix N, apply Algorithm 3.1 to the polynomial p(x) 
at the four points Y(g, h), and denote the output values r(g, h), r*(g, h) (rather than r, r*). Denote 
= D(Y(g, h), r*(g, h)). 
D* Stage 2. Compute the distances between the two pairs of discs, d*(l, 1) = dist(D* 1.-1, i.l), 
* -max{0,1Y(g,h) -  Y(i,j)l r*(g,h)-r*(i,j)}. d*(1, - I) = dist(D ~_ l, D*_ t,t ), where dist(D*h, D ij)  
Output the values h, d*=d*(1, h), Y(1, h), Y ( -1 , -h ) ,  r*(l ,h), r * ( -1 , -h )  and denote 
Dt=D(Y( -1 , -h ) , r * ( - I , -h ) ) ,  D2=D(Y(1,h),r*(1, h)), where h = 1 if d*(1, 1)>~ d*(1 , -1)  
and h = - 1 otherwise. 
r.r. (De)/> !/5 ~m for g = 1, 2, (31) 
due to Theorem 3.1. 
Stage 3. Consider the four discs D(Y(g, h), r(g, h)) (for g,h taking the values 1 and -1 )  and 
the square S(Y, R). For each pair of those five domains compute all the intersection points of their 
boundaries not lying outside of the square S(Y, R) or inside any of the four discs. Let 
V = {v~ . . . . .  Vq}, q <<, 10, denote the set of all those intersection points defined by all the pairs of 
the five boundaries, Apply Algorithm 2.1 to the set V in order to compute a square S(Z, r) of 
minimum size that covers the set V (and consequently contains all the zeros of p(x) in S(y, R)), 
compare Proposition 2.3. Output Z and r. 
The cost of Subalgorithm 6.1 is OA(log n, n). 
Proposition 6.1 
Subalgorithm 6.1 outputs complex Z and positive r and d* such that (i) the square S = S(Z, r) 
is equivalent to the square S(Y, R); i.r. (S)>i 4; (ii) d(S)>>, d* and (iii) 
2x/~R - d* ~< (4R - 2r)51IN. (32) 
/'roof. 
S(Y, R) - UD(Y(g, h) ~ S ~_ S(Y, R) 
e,h 
by the definition of S, and, as follows from Theorem 3.1, the discs D(Y(g, h), r(g, h)) contain 
no zeros of p(x) for all g, h. This immediately implies condition (i). On the other hand, each 
disc D(Y(g, h), r*(g,h)) must contain at least one zero of p(x); since i.r. (S(Y, R))t> 4, that 
zero belongs to S(Y, R) unless d* = 0. This implies condition (ii). To prove expression (32), 
define the straight line L (Z_~-1)  connecting the two points Y( -1 ,  -1 )  + r ( -  l, -1 )  and 
Y ( -  1, - 1) + r ( -  1, - 1) x / -  1 of the intersection of the boundaries of the square S(Y, R) and 
of the disc D(Y( -  1, - 1), r ( -  1, - 1)). Similarly define the straight lines L(1, 1), L ( -  1, 1) and 
L(I, - 1). Let d(h) denote the distance between the parallel ines L ( -  1, -h )  and L(I,  h) for h = 1 
and h = - 1. Observe that no points of the set V (defined in Stage 3 of Subalgorithm 6.1) lie in 
the rectangle bordered by the four lines L(g, h) and deduce that 
max{d(1), d ( -  1)} >1 v/2r. (33) 
Next prove for h = 1 that 
d(h) = 2x/~R - (2Rx/~ - d(l, h))/x/~), (34) 
where d(1, h) denotes dist(D(Y(-  1, -h ) ,  r ( -  1, -h ) ) ,  
D(Y(1, h), r(1, h))) = I Y ( -  1, -h )  - Y(l, h)l - r ( -  1, -h )  - r(l, h). 
Let E_I, F_I, F~, El denote four successive points of the diagonal of the square S(Y, R) passing 
through the points Y ( -  1, - 1) and Y(1, 1), namely, let them denote the four successive intersection 
points of that diagonal with the four following lines: with L ( -1 ,  -1) ,  with the two boundaries 
of the two discs D(Y(g, g)), r(g, g)) for g = - 1 and g = 1, and with L(I,  1). Let A 8 and B e denote 
the two intersection points of L(g, g) with the two sides of the square S(Y, R) for g = - 1 and 
g -- 1. Then 
d(1) = IEI -E_ , I ,  d(1, 1) = IF, - F_,I, I Y(g,g) - E,I = I Y(g,g) - Asl/x/~ = I Y(g,g) - Fei/x//~ 
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fo rg=l  andg=- l ,  so 
2x/~R - d(1) = I Y(1, 1) - Y ( -  1, - 1)1 - d(1) = ~, I Y(g, g) - E,I = ~,1Y(g, g) - Fgilx/~ 
g g 
= (2v/2R - -  d (1 ,1 ) ) /d '2 .  
This proves equation (34) for h = 1; similarly equation (34) can be proven for h = - 1. Combine 
expressions (33) and (34) and deduce that 
2x/~R - d ~< 4R - 2r, where d = max{d0,  1), d(1, - 1)}. 
Now expression (32) follows because 2v/2R -d*= (2x/~R -d )5  l/s. Q.E.D. 
Corollary 6.1 
I f  R >t r I> 0.8R then 
d(S(Z, r)) >1 dist(D,, D2) = d* > (2x/~ - (2.4)51/N)R. (35) 
Otherwise xpression (29) holds. 
Next let N = 32, apply expression (6) and Proposition 2.1, and deduce relations (30) from 
expression (35). 
Since i.r. (S(Z, r))/> 4, Subalgorithm 6.1 can be applied again [with the inputs p(x), Z, r, k]. 
Continue that process recursively (call it Algorithm 6.1) and arrive at Proposition 6.2. 
Proposition 6.2 
For a positive E, a square S(Y, R) having isolation ratio I> 4 can be contracted for the cost OA(g 
log n, n), g = log(R/E), into a square S(Z, r) such that either r < E or else the relations (6.2) are 
satisfied. 
Remark 6.1 
We could obtain more favorable bounds on the values r and r* of the output of Subalgorithm 
6.1 if we moved the four points Y(g, h) outside of the square S(Y, R) along th~ di_~_gonals of '  
that square or if we replaced those four points, say by eight points Y + (g + h~/ -1 )R  where 
g + h were odd and g and h took the values - 2, - 1, 1 and 2. Both of those modifications would 
require that i.r. (S(Y, R)) exceed 4. 
7. ACCELERATED SHRINKING OF AN ISOLATED SQUARE 
Algorithm 7.1 of this section rapidly contracts a square S(Y, R) having isolation ratio at least 
4 either (i) into a disc of diameter < E [so its center approximates to all the zeros o fp (x )  lying in 
S(Y, R) with errors < E] or (ii) into a square S(Z, r) output by Subalgorithm 6.1 and satisfying 
the relations (30). At first we will apply Subalgorithm 6.1 in order to contract he square S(Y, R) 
either into a desired square S(Z, r) or into a disc having isolation ratio >1 8n 2, see Proposition 6.2. 
We only need to consider the latter case. We will start with some auxiliary results. Let 
i(p(x), U)= k and let 
k 
M = M(U)= ~, xxh)/k (36) 
denote the center of gravity of the k zeros of p(x) lying in a domain U. 
Remark Z I 
I f  k = n, then the value M = -p , _  ~/(pnn) is immediately available, see equation (2). 
In the next section we will prove the following result. 
Proposition Z1 
For two positive constants c and ~, a natural k, and a disc D such that i.r. (D) >/(1 + v) ~, v > 1, 
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i(p(x), D) = k, the center of gravity M = M(D) of the k zeros ofp(x)  in D can be approximated 
by a point M*eD with absolute rror ~< (1 + v) -~r  for the cost OA(Iog n, nC). 
In the sequel we will also use the following proposition. 
Proposition 7.2 
Let i(p(x), D) = k for a disc D and let M denote the center of gravity of the k zeros o fp(x)  
lying in D. Then d(D)>~rn+,_k(M)k/(k- 1), where r~+l_k(M) denotes the (n + 1 -k ) th  root 
radius of p(x) at M, compare Definitions 2.4, 2.7 
Proof. Let xjv ) . . . . .  xj~k) denote the k zeros of p(x) lying in the disc D and let 
IM -xjta)l = rn+l_ k (M). Assume that M = 0, -~j(i) is negative. (Otherwise assure those properties 
by shifting and scaling the variable x.) Then 
k 
~ Re xj(h) = O. 
h=|  
Therefore, 
SO 
k 
~. Rexj¢h)=--Xj(i)----rn+l_k(M), max 
hffi2 hffi2 . . . .  ,k 
Re Xy¢h ) >I r~+ l_k(M)/(k - 1), 
d(D) >i r,+t_k(M)k/(k - 1). Q.E.D. 
Suppose that we can compute the center of gravity M exactly [2]. Then we would apply algorithm 
4.2, compute a value r*+l_k(M), slightly exceeding the root radius r,~.l _k(M), and arrive at the 
disc D(M, r*+t_k(M)), having rigidity ratio > 1/2, due to Proposition 7.2. Then we would apply 
Suhalgorithm 6.1, arrive at the relations (30), and effectively apply algorithms of Sections 9 or 10. 
Actually we will compute approximation M* to M with some error estimated from above in 
Proposition 7.1. If that upper estimate on the error is much smaller than r*+~_ k(M*), then we will 
just ignore the error and will go ahead with Subalgorithm 6.1 as above. Otherwise r*+~_~(M*) 
is small, so that we contracted the input square S(Z, r) into a small disc D(M*, r*+m_k(M*)). In 
that case we will again apply the integration, this time along a circular contour with the center 
at M* and having appropriate radius, much smaller than the initial r. Then the error of the 
approximation to M will greatly decrease. Recursive application of that process will lead us either 
to (6.2) (a desired option!) or to rapid contraction of S(Z, r) into a disc of radius < E [an option 
not less desired, because the center of that disc will approximate to all the zeros ofp(x)  in S(Z, r) 
with errors less than E]. 
Next we will elaborate that approach. 
Corollary 7.1 
Let, under the assumptions of Proposition 7.2, I M* - M l/r, +,_ k (M) - • for some complex M*, 
and let D* denote the disc D(M*, (1 + ~t)r,+ i _k(M)). Then D* =_ D(M, rn+ ~ _k(M)), and therefore 
rn+l-k(M*) < (1 + u)r,+l_k(M), d(D*) >I d(D) >i (r,+l-k(M*)/(l + u))(k/(k - 1)), 
Next we will present the desired algorithm for a rapid contraction of a disc. In this section, unlike 
Section 4, rj does not denote a root radius of p(x), compare Remark 2.1. 
Algorithm 7.1 
Inputs. Polynomial p(x) of equation (2), complex X, natural k, and positive r and v such that 
i(p(x), D(X, r)) = k, i.r. (D(X, r)) ffi (1 + v) 2 >t 8n 2. (37) 
Let M denote the unknown center of gravity of the k zeros of p(x) lying in D(X, r). 
Initializatkm. j = O, Mo ffi X, ro = r, Vo ffi v, Do = D(Mo, ro). 
Stage A J =0, 1 . . . . .  J -  1. At first compute [for the cost O^(log n,n)] an approximation 
Mj+ I~D(Mj, rj) to M with absolute rror bound 
~y+~ = (1 + vy)-4~rj (38) 
(apply Proposition 7.1 where c = 1, ~ --- 4, X = Mj, r = ry, v ffi vj, compare also Proposition 7.3 
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below). Then compute an approximation r*+ i to the (n + 1 - k)th root radius rn+ ~_,(Mj+,) ofp(x) 
at Mj+l such that the ratio r*+,/r ,+l_k(Mj+l)  lies between 1/(2n) and 2n. The cost of computing 
r*+z is OA(1, n), due to Proposition 4.3; indeed in our case 1 + A t> 2n, and relation (25) holds for 
D =D(Mj ,  rj). [To deduce relation (25), combine the inequality of conditions (37) with the 
inclusions Mj+]eD(M s, r j )~  D(Mo,  2r0); the latter inclusions hold for j = 0 and are recursively 
extended to all j.] Denote 
rj+ 3 = 2nr*+], Dj+t = O(Mj+l ,r j+~),  ( l+V j+ l )2=( l+v j )  2". (39) 
If rj+ ~ < E, set J = j  + 1, output Mj and rj, and end the computations. If 
E <~ rj+l < 8n2(I + vj)-4~rj = 8n2cj+ ], (40) 
enter Stage j + 1. Otherwise set J = j  + 1 and apply Algorithm 6.1 to the square S(Mj ,  r jx /~ )
superscribing the disc Dj [until the relations (30) are satisfied]. 
Let us analyze Algorithm 7.1 and estimate the number of its iterations (Stages). At first consider 
the case where bound (40) holds for all j. Then recursively apply the last equation of expression 
(39) and obtain that (1 + vj) 2 -- (1 + v) TM, j = 0 ,1 , . . . ,  J - 1. Substitute this into bound (40) and 
obtain that r j+]< 8n2(1 + v)-~J+'rj. Apply the latter relation recursively, and deduce that 
log2(r/rj) > 4nJlog2(1 + v) if j > 1, 
rj < e if J = [-(log21og2(r/E) -- 2 -- log21og2(1 + v))/log2n 7 , 
which gives a desired upper bound on the number of iterations J of Algorithm 7.1 in this case. 
We need, however, the following result in order to apply Proposition 7.1 when we deduce quation 
(38). 
Proposition 7.3 
If bound (40) holds for j = 0, 1 . . . .  , g, then (1 + vj) 2 <<. i.r. (Dj) for j = 0, 1 . . . . .  g. 
Proof. Combine the definition of r*+ ~ and the equations (39) and obtain that all the discs Dj are 
equivalent to Do and to each other. Therefore IMy+] - Mjl ~< rj + rj+l for allj. On the other hand, 
(i.r. (Dj+ ,))rj+ t = r,_k(Mj+ , ) >t rn_k(Mj) -- I Mj+] - Mj[ 
= (i.r. (Dj))rj - I Mj+, - Mjl >1 (i.r. (Dj))rj - (rj + rj+, ) 
for all j. It follows that 
(i.r. (Dj+ ,) + 1)/(i.r. (Dj) - 1)/> rj/rj+, 
for all j. Apply bound (40) and deduce that 
(i.r. (Dj+ ,) + l)/(i.r. (Dj) - 1) >/(1 + vj)4~/(8n2) (41) 
for all j. Finally recall that (1 + v0) 2 = i.r. (Do) and observe that i.r. (Dj) grows more rapidly than 
(1 + vj) 2 does as j grows. [The latter fact follows via comparison of relation (41) with the last 
equation of expression (39) for j = 0, 1 , . . . ,  since (1 + vj) ~ > (1 + v) 2 i> 8n 2, see condition (37).] 
Q.E.D. 
Next assume that bound (40) does not hold for some j. Observe that 
i (p (x) ,  D j+, )=k ,  r~+,_k(Mj÷])<r j+,  < 4n2r~+~_k(Mj+,). (42) 
Denote M * = Mj  + i ,  ~ = ocj + ~ = I M - M*  I/rn + t - k (M) ,  D * = D (M* ,  (1 + ~) rn  + l - k (M) ) ,  combine 
Corollary 7.1 and relation (42), and arrive at the following estimate: 
d(D *) = d(Dj +, ) >1 (rn +, _ k (Mj +, )/(1 + ~j +, ))(k /(k - 1 )), 
where 
Therefore, 
~j+l <<- Ej+,/r,+l_ k (M)  <<. ej+]/(rn +] _k(Mj+,)  -- Ej+I ). 
d(Dj+ ,) >1 (rn+ , _k(Mj+ ,) -- Ej+ ,)k /(k - 1). (43) 
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If bound (40) does not hold some j, then 
8n26j+ i = 8n2( 1 + vj)-a~rs <~ rj+ i < 4n2r.÷ l-k(Ms+ l), 
compare quations (38) and (42). Consequently 
26j+1 < rn+ I _k (g j+ l  ), rn+ I _ k (g j+ 1) - -  Ej+l > rn+l - -k (g j+ l  ) /2.  
Then relations (42) and (43) imply that 
d(Dj +, ) f> (0.5)r~ +l - k (Ms + l )k /(k - 1 ) >1 (rj + l/(8n 2))(k /(k - 1 )). (44) 
On the other hand, unless bound (40) holds, Algorithm 7.1 requires to apply Algorithm 6.1 
to the square S(Ms+l, rj+lx/~), superscribing the disc Dj÷~; in that case the output square 
S(Z, r) will satisfy the relations (6.2) in O(log n) recursive applications of Subalgorithm 6.1 [due 
to relations (44)], and then the computations of Algorithm 7.1 will end. Summarizing we arrive 
at the following result. 
Proposition 7.4 
Let positive b and E satisfy equation (3) for R >I r. Then Algorithm 7.1 contracts its input disc 
D(X, r) satisfying condition (37) either for the cost OA(IOg b log n, n) into a disc of radius < E 
[whose center approximates to all the k zeros of p(x) in S(X, r) with absolute rrors < e] or else 
(this may occur only for k > 1) for the cost OA(1Og log(R/rs+ l)log n, n) into a disc Dj+ l satisfying 
relation (44). In the latter case, O~log n) further ecursive applications of Subalgorithm 6.1 starting 
with the square S(Ms+l,rj+lx/2 ) suffice in order to compute a square S(Z, r) satisfying the 
relations (30) [for the additional cost OA(IOg2n, n)]. 
Remark 7.2 
In the cases where Algorithm 7.1 is recursively applied in order to approximate to the same zero 
of p(x), the cost of its H recursive applications i  OA(1og n log b, n) (independent of H because 
we just need to sum log log (R/rj+t) in j and because in all those applications rs+ t monotone 
decreases to E as j grows), but the cost of the subsequent applications of Subalgorithm 6.1 is 
OA (H log 2 n, n). 
8. COMPUTING THE CENTER OF GRAVITY OF A SET 
OF POLYNOMIAL ZEROS 
In this section we will prove Proposition 7.1. Extending equation (11) we arrive at the following 
formula [13]: 
M = ~ (xp'(x)/p(x)) dx, (45) 
where i = x/-S-1, the value M = M(U) is defined by equation (36), and the domain U bordered 
by the contour F contains exactly k zeros of p(x) (not necessarily distinct), denoted xj(i), 
i = 1 . . . . .  k. We will assume that U --- D(X, r) is a disc with isolation ratio >/(1 + v) 2, will choose 
F being the boundary of the disc D(X, R), R = (1 + v)r, and will approximate to the integral (45) 
using the integral sum 
1 Q- t  
M* = ~ (X + Rtoq)p' (X + Rtoq)/p(X + Rtoq). (46) 
2rckQi q = 0 
Here to is a primitive Qth root of 1, too = 1, toq # 1 for 0 < q < Q. We bound the error of the 
approximation to M by M* basing on the Laurent expansion 
s .x ,  ° -  s .x -  ,.  47) 
m=O m=|  
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where 
i=1  i=k+l  
{x~) . . . . .  x~,)} is the set of all the zeros o fp (x )  numbered such that IX -  x~o] < R if and only if 
i ~< k, compare with Ref. [2, Sect. 12]. Equations (45)-(47) immediately imply that 
] M*  - M [ <~ 2R (kg Q + ' + (n - k )g  Q - ' ) / (k  (1 - g Q)), (48) 
where 
g = min min { IX - xjl/R, R / IX  - xjl }. (49) 
I ~<j~< n 
g ~< 1/(1 + v) since R = (1 + v)r, i.r. (D(X, r))>>. (1 + v) z. Expressions (48) and (49) imply that 
I M* - M I < 4Rn/(k(1 + v) Q-l) = 4nr/(k(1 + v)Q). (50) 
We will keep Q of an order of c*n c for a constant c*, so the cost of the integration will be 
OA(IOg n, nO); we will choose the constant c* such that IM* - MI ~< (1 + v)-e"Cr, as this is required 
in Proposition 7.1. Q.E.D. 
Remark 8.1 
We may similarly estimate the error Is* - sxl of the numerical integration for arbitrary K, where 
sx is defined by equation (11) and 
1 Q-1 
s* - 2nQi q~=O (X 1 I- Ro)q)Xp'(X -1- Ro)q)/p(X + Rooq). (51) 
We apply equation (47) again and deduce that 
Is* -- sx[ <~ 2RX(kg Q+ x + (n - k )gQ- X)/(l -- gQ), (52) 
where k denotes i(p(x), D(X, r)) and g is defined by equation (49). 
9. TURAN-WEYL 'S  ISOLATION ALGORITHM 
Using the machinery of the previous ections we will now extend (Turan-Weyl's) Algorithm 5.1 
of Section 5 and will arrive at the bounds of the last line of Table 1. 
Let S(Y, R) denote an input square of some recursive step such that i.r.(S(Y, R)) >/6, i(p(x), 
S(Y, R)) = k. [At the initial step Y = 0, R is defined by equation (5), K = n.] Applying Algorithm 
7.1, we will contract he square S(Y, R) and will either approximate all the k zeros o fp (x )  in 
S(Y, R) with errors ~< E or will arrive at the case where Subalgorithm 6.1 has been applied and 
its output square S satisfies relations (30); in particular, in that case S(Y, R) shrinks to a 
square S = S(Z, r) such that r.r. (S)>0.1.  Then we will apply (Turan-Weyl's) Algorithm 5.1 
stopping in 
J=  Flog2(nr/Q] +5 (53) 
iterations, which will solve our problem if r is already close to E. We will, however, end the 
computations in j  iterations fo r j  < J if we can group the suspect squares output by iteration j into 
at least two maximal connected components, trongly isolated in the sense to be defined below. 
The idea is to partition the zeros of p(x) into two or several nonempty sets, each included into 
a square with isolation ratio/> 6. Then our algorithms will be recursively applied to each of such 
squares independently of others. With each subdivision of the zeros of p(x), the index of p(x) in 
new squares decreases. Therefore, there can be at most n - 1 subdivisions until we either contract 
all the squares into discs of radii < E/x/~ and then end the computations orwill arrive at the squares 
each containing only a single zero of p(x). In the latter case we will apply Algorithm 7.1 and will 
rapidly contract hose squares into discs of radii < E. Next we will formally describe the desired 
reeursive subdivision of the zeros of p(x)  assuming relations (30) and applying Algorithm 5.1. 
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Partition the union of all the suspect squares returned by iteration j into H(j) maximal connected 
components, Cl . . . . .  Cn~j~; each component contains at least one zero of p(x), so 
H(j) <~ k. (54) 
For every g apply Algorithm 2.1 to the set of all the vertices of all the suspect squares of Cg and 
arrive at a square S(Xg, R*) covering Cg. Propositions 2.3 and 5.1 imply that 
R~ ~< (k + 2)R/2J ÷'. (55) 
Call component Cg and square S(Xg, R*) strongly isolated if 
IXh--Xgl>x/~(R~+6R*) for all h #g. (56) 
Condition (56) implies that the square S = S(Xg, R*) is equivalent to Cg and that 
i.r. (S) I> 6. (57) 
Let exactly h(g) strongly isolated components be output by iteration g of Algorithm 5.1, let 
h(g) = 1 for g <j, h(j) > 1. Combining expressions (54}-(56) we deduce that j <~ [j(0)7 such 
that 
1/(k + l )= 7x/i(k + 2)/2 ~°~+', 
SO 
J ~< r --0.5 + log~7 + log2((k + l)(k + 2)) 7 , (58) 
compare also condition (58). Having completed that iteration j, fix all the h(j) strongly isolated 
components and continue applying Algorithm 5.1 to all the suspect squares of all other components 
until only strongly isolated squares are returned. We will use the name Turan-Weyl's i olation 
algorithm for that modification of Algorithm 5.1. The cost of that algorithm is OA(H log n, n), 
where H denotes the total number of all the suspect squares processed in all the iterations. 
Next we will prove that H = O(h), where h denotes the number of strongly isolated components 
output by the final iteration. Moreover, we will prove that H = O(h) even for a modification of 
the algorithm where the suspect squares of each strongly isolated component are subdivided further 
as long as the diameter of the component exceeds the diameter of a suspect square more than twice. 
Then each output component consists of not more than four suspect squares. Certainly the cost 
of the original algorithm may only increase due to that modification. To show that H = O(h), we 
will retrace back the process of the recursive subdivision of suspect squares, beginning from its end, 
that is, from the last iteration, which returns h strongly isolated components. We will respectively 
reverse the basis property of the forward subdivision process, that is, a subdivision of a suspect 
square decreases its diameter by 50%, but that diameter is doubled when we retrace the process 
back; therefore very backtrack step expands the components in all directions. (Exception: the 
strongly isolated output components will stay unchanged by the backtrack steps where they 
remained unchanged by the associated steps of the forward process.) The distance between every 
two components output by iteration j is lower bounded by the length of an edge of a suspect square; 
we may at least double such a bound unless in a backtrack step (from iteration j to iteration j - 1) 
these two components are output components or meet each other. Therefore, each component C 
either is a strongly isolated output component or meets another component in at 
most [-log~(3k(C))7 backtrack steps, where k(C) is the number of suspect squares in that 
component C, compare condition (56). Let us represent all the components in all iterations by the 
nodes of a tree whose h leaves correspond to the h output components of the algorithm and whose 
each edge represents one or several backtrack steps needed in order that one component could meet 
another. The total number of the nodes of the tree is at most 2h - 1, which also means at most 
2h - 2 edges of the tree. At the leaves level there are at most 4h suspect squares. This immediately 
implies that H = O(h log~h) since the number of suspect squares cannot grow in the backtrack 
process, which in particular bounds the number of suspect squares in each component by h. The 
stronger bound H = O(h) follows from the simple observation that in each step of the backtrack 
process each connected set of g suspect squares is imbedded into a set of at most 2 + g/2 larger 
suspect squares; therefore the number of suspect squares processed in all the components having 
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at least five suspect squares decreases at least by 10% in each backtrack step. Consequently 
a total number of suspect squares in all steps is less than 40h, not counting the suspect squares 
in the components consisting of at most five suspect squares. If a component consists of k ~< 5 
suspect squares, then the edge in the tree from that component in the direction to the root 
corresponds to at most [-log2(3k)] ~<4 backtrack steps and therefore to at most 20 suspect 
squares. There are at most 2h-  2 edges in the tree, so we arrive at the rough upper bound 
H < 40h + 20(2h - 2) < 80h. 
Summarizing, in H = O(h) iterations for the overall cost OA(h log n, n), Turan-Weyl's isolation 
algorithm returns h strongly isolated components Cg, g = 1 . . . . .  h, each consisting of at most four 
suspect squares. We cover each of these h components C e by a square Sg equivalent to Cg and such 
that i.r. (Sg) 1> 6 [see condition (57)], superscribe the discs of the minimum size around the squares, 
and compute the indices ofp(x) in all those discs (see Proposition 5.2). Then again we recursively 
apply Subalgorithm 6.1, Algorithm 7.1, and finally Turan-Weyl's isolation algorithm to each of 
those squares Sg, until we compute all the zeros ofp(x) with absolute rrors less than c. To estimate 
the overall cost, associate the subdivision of the input components for each application of 
Turan-Weyl's isolation algorithm with the edges of the tree, whose nodes are those input 
components, whose root is the input square S(0, R) for R satisfying equation (53), and whose leaves 
are the components of diameters <E. There are at most n leaves, so there are at most 2n - 1 nodes 
in the tree, and all the required applications of Turan-Weyl's isolation algorithm have overall cost 
OA(n log n, n). Due to the recursive applications of Algorithms 5.2 and 7.1 [required O(n) times 
in the case of approximating to all the n zeros of p(x); Remark 7.2 is not applied in that case] 
and of Subalgorithm 6.1 [required O(n log n) times], the overall cost bound increases to OA (n log 
n log(bn), n), compare with Proposition 7.4. 
Theorem 9.1 
Let positive E, b, and R satisfy conditions (3) and (4). Then isolated E:approximations to all the 
zeros of a polynomial p(x) of equation (2) for some E, < E can be computed for the cost OA(n log 
n log(bn), n). 
Turan-Weyl's isolation algorithm also leads to the following result, see also Remark 9.1 below. 
Theorem 9.2 
Let positive E, v, and R satisfy conditions (3) and (4). Then an isolated E-approximation toa zero 
of p(x) can be computed with absolute rror at most E for the cost OA(log n(log2n + log b), 
n(1 + n/log2n + log b))) (under parallel model) or OA(n log n(n + log b)) (sequential time). 
Proof. Apply Turan-Weyl's algorithm [see conditions (53)-(58)] and observe that the first two 
strongly isolated components CI and C2 are computed in at most O(log n) iterations. Compute 
the indices i~ and /2 of p(x) in both of these components, ee Proposition 5.2. il +/2 ~< n, so 
min{it,/2} ~< n/2, say il = i(p(x), Cl) <~ n/2. Apply algorithms of Sections 6-9 to the component 
C~ and repeat that process recursively, defining a sequence of strongly isolated components 
Ce(o) >i Cgo) >. . .  such that Ce(o) = C~ and 
i(p(x), Cg(h)) ~ n/2 h, h = O, 1 . . . . .  
The latter relations imply that the component Cg(h) contains at most n/2 *-2 suspect squares, so 
the cost of the corresponding Turan tests is OA(log n, n2/2h). Slow down that computation to 
save processors and arrive at the cost bound OA(log2n/)/2h, n2/logn). Summing in h from 0 
to [-log n-I arrive at the overall cost bound OA(Iog2n, n2/logn) for all the O(logn) applications 
of Turan-Weyl's. Slow down the parallel computations once again (to save processors) and 
replace that cost bound by OA(logn(log2n +logb),n2/(log2n + log b)). Adding here the cost 
OA(log n(log b + log2n), n) of O(log n) recursive applications of Algorithm 7.1 (see Remark 7.2) 
and of O(log2n) applications of Subalgorithm 6.1, we arrive at the bounds of Theorem 9.2. 
Remark 9.1 
The asymptotic ost bounds of Theorem 9.2 are improved in Theorems 10.1 and 12.1 for the 
price of increasing the overhead constants. 
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10. LEHMER-TURAN'S  ISOLATION ALGORITHM 
In this section we will extend Lehmer-Turan's construction of Section 3 in order to improve 
the bounds of Theorem 9.2. We will rely on Subalgorithm 10.1 below that outputs the values X, p 
and k(M)  supporting the following result. 
Proposition 10.1 
Let Subalgorithm 6.1 be applied to a square S(Y ,R)  such that i (p (x ) ,S (Y ,R) )=k  > 1, 
i.r. (S(Y, R))>/4. Let it output two discs D~ = D(Y~, r*) and D2 = D2(Y2, r*) satisfying equations 
(30), (31) and (35), where N = 32, 
Y = (Y2 + Y,)/2, R = I Y2 - Y, I/(2x/~). (59) 
Then it is possible to compute a complex X~S(Y,  R) and a positive p <~ R/2 for the cost OA(M 
log n log log n, n) such that i.r. ( S(X, p )) >>. 4, 1 <<, M <<, log2k, 1 ~< i(p(x ), S(X, p )) = k (M)  <~ k /2 M. 
At first we will show how to use Subalgorithm 10.1 and then will present hat algorithm. 
Lehmer- Turan 's isolation algorithm 
Apply Subalgorithm 6.1 and then (if needed) Algorithm 7.1 initially to the square S(0, R) with 
R satisfying equation (5) and then to the output squares S = S(X, p) in all applications of 
Subalgorithm 10.1. Apply Subalgorithm 10.1 whenever the assumptions of Proposition 10.1 are 
satisfied. 
Lehmer-Turan's i olation algorithm may call Subalgorithm 10.1 at most log2k times before 
it computes an isolated E-approximation to a zero of p(x)  [this is due to the bound 
k(M)  <~ k/2 M < k/2 of Proposition 10.1]. Therefore, all the applications of Subalgorithm 10.1 
will contribute OA(IOg2n log log n, n) to the cost of Lehmer-Turan's i olation algorithm. That 
contribution will be dominated by the cost bound due to O(log2n) applications of Subalgorithm 
6.1, see Proposition 7.4. The O(log n) required applications of Algorithm 7.1 will contribute 
OA(IOg n log b, n), see Remark 7.2, so we will arrive at the following improvement of Theorem 
9.2, which in turn will be slightly improved in Theorem 12.1, compare Remark 9.1. 
Theorem 10.1 
Let positive E, b, and R satisfy (2.2), (2.3). Then an isolated E-approximation to a zero o fp (x )  
can be computed for the cost OA(IOg n(log2n + log b),n). 
It remains to prove Proposition 10.1. 
We will start with an outline of Subalgorithm 10.1. 
Initially we have the outputs of Subalgorithm 6.1 satisfying relations (30), (31) and (35); in 
particular we have two discs at the distance > 0.3R from each other, whose centers lie at two 
opposite vertices of the square S(Y, R). We apply Algorithm 3.2 at those two vertices in order to 
compute * and * X j(0, 1) X'j~0,2), two approximations to two zeros of p(x). We choose sufficiently large 
values of the parameters Q and N of Algorithm 3.2, to assure the upper bound 0.01R on the 
approximation errors and the lower bound 4.001r(0)= Ix~0,2)- x~0,1)l 1> 0.1R. This is the initial 
Stage 0 of Subalgorithm 10.1. Then, solving Tasks r of Sections 4, we estimate from above the 
indices k s = i (p(x), D~,g), where * - * Do.s D(xj(o.g), 2r(0)), g = 1, 2. k I + k2 ~< k, since the intersection 
of the two discs, Do* ~ fq Do*,2 is empty. We assume that kt <~ k/2 and set g = 1. (Otherwise we would 
set g = 2.) Then we apply Turan's tests at the points x~0,g) + r(0)o9 ~, i = 0, 1 . . . . .  Q - 1, o9 being 
a primitive Qth root of 1. If the distance from at least one of those points to a zero o fp (x )  is 
less than 0.8 r(0), we apply Algorithm 3.2 at such a point and at x~0,~), so that the two resulting 
refined approximations xj0 ,* ~) and xi0.* 2) to the zeros of p(x)  lie substantially closer to such zeros 
than to each other. That was in fact the initial situation; x~t. h) just replace x~0. h) for h = 1, 2. Thus 
we repeat the process recursively. The number of zeros of p(x)  in the initial disc (or square) 
decreases by >_-50% in each recursive stage, so in at most log2k stages the distances from all the 
points x~m,s) + r(m)o9 ~ for i = 0, 1 . . . . .  Q - 1 to zeros o fp (x )  exceed 0.Sr(m). Then a small disc 
around X~m.~) has isolation ratio > 8, and we may deduce Proposition 10.1. 
Now we will formalize that outline. 
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Subalgorithm 10.1 
Inputs. Polynomial p(x)  of equation (2), complex Y, Y~, and I"2, positive R, r* and r*, and 
natural k ~< n, such that relations (31) hold for the two discs Dg = D(Yg, r*), g = 1, 2, and for 
N = 32; condition (59) holds; 
[ Y2 - Y, [ - (r* + r~') > 0.3R; (60) 
i.r. (S(Y,  R))  >>. 4, i (p(x),  S(Y,  R))  = k. (61) 
[Condition (60) follows from relations (32) and (35), while condition (61) is our usual assumption 
on the inputs of Subalgorithm 6. I.] 
Stage O. Apply Algorithm 3.2 with E = 0.001R, Q =N = 64, X0 = Yg, r* = r* twice, for 
g = 1 and for g = 2 and let x~0.g) for g = 1, 2 denote the two computed approximations to the 
zeros of p(x)  (whose errors are less than E =0.001R); the cost OA(log n,n)  suffices due to 
conditions (59)-(61). Denote k (0)=k and enter Stage 1. Conditions (59)-(61) imply that 
* - -X*  [xj~0,2) j(0,t)[ > 0.1R = 100e. 
Stage m, m = O, I . . . . .  Inputs. Two complex points x*-m, ~, xj(~.* 2) lying in the square S(Y,  R), 
positive values r (m)= * - [x/(~,2~ x~m,l~l/4, r = 2r(m)/(1 + A), A = 0.1, and natural k(m)  such that 
1 ~< k (m) ~< k/2", (62) 
2 
~. i (p(x) ,  D 'g )  <<. k (m)  (63) 
g=l  
* -- r(m)/25, (64) Ix~m,~ X~m,~)l <
* 2r(m)) and where Xj(m,g ) denote two zeros of p(x)  for where D*g denotes the discs D(xj<m.g), 
g = 1, 2. (Stage 0 was devised so that its outputs satisfy those requirements for m = 0, and the 
subsequent stages m will be devised so to maintain them. Note that conditions (62) bound the 
overall number of stages by log2k; we will assure all the requirements of Proposition 10.1 and will 
end the computations when k(m)  decreases to 1 or earlier. The two inequalities (64) show that the 
* * I.) distances from Xj~m,* g)to the nearest zeros of p (x) for g = 1, 2 are within 1% of [Xj~m, 2)-  x/tin. ~) 
Computations. For the cost OA(IOg n log log n, n) solve two Tasks r of Section 4 (where A = 0.1 
and r is defined above) at the two points x~m.g) for g = 1, 2 (see Proposition 4.1). Denote the output 
integers sl and s2. Then n - s 8 <<. i (p(x),  D'g)  for g = 1, 2 (by the definition of Task r), so 
2n - sl - s2 <<. k(m),  due to condition (63). Fix g = g(m) = 1 if n - sl <~ k(m)/2; fix g = g(m) = 2 
otherwise, and denote k(m + 1) = n - sg, so that 
i (p(x) ,  D*,g) <<. k(m + 1) ~< k(m)/2,  (65) 
and condition (62) is extended if we replace m by m + 1. In fact relation (65) will also imply the 
similar extension of condition (63) because we will choose the two discs D*+ i,g (for g = 1, 2) lying 
well inside the disc D*,g. Apply Algorithm 3.1 (Turan's test) at the Q points Zi.m = Xj(r,.g)+ r(m)oY 
for i = 0, 1 . . . . .  Q - 1, where g is fixed above, co is a primitive Q-root of 1, and, say Q = N = 64. 
Of the Q output values r of the Q Turan's tests, choose the smallest. If that value exceeds 0.8r(m) 
[which, in particular, must be the case if m + 1/> log2n for then k(m + 1) = 1, see condition (62)], 
then the disc D(x~m.,), 0.22r(m)) has isolation ratio > 8 for it is surrounded by a wide enough 
annulus free of zeros ofp(x) .  Note that 1 ~< i (p(x) ,  D(x/~m,g), 0.22r(m))) ~< k(m + 1), so in that case 
we will satisfy all the requirements of Proposition 10.1 if we denote M = m + 1, output x = x~u,g), 
p = 0.22r(M)x/2, k(M) ,  and end the computations. Otherwise consider the latter Turan's test 
as the current iteration of Algorithm 3.2 and perform two more iterations of that algorithm 
with Q = N = 128, so the output approximation to a zero of p(x)  is computed with an absolute 
error less than E = 0.00It(m) and remains at the distance > 0.19r(m) from X~m.g). Denote that 
approximation X~m+t,~). Apply Lehmer-Turan's algorithm with Q = N = 32, ~ = 0.001r(m) at 
X~m.t ) [two iterations of that algorithm will suffice due to condition (64)], and let x~,+ 1,2) denote 
the output approximation to a zero ofp(x) .  It is easy to verify that the distance 4r(m + 1) between 
the two points X/(m* + ~,g) for g = 1, 2 exceeds 0. l r(m) = 100E, that is, condition (64) is also extended 
[similarly to condition (62) and (63)] when m is replaced by m + 1. At this point, enter Stage m + 1. 
[The cost of performing Stage m is OA(lOg n log log n, n), due to Theorem 3.2 and Proposition 
4.1; this implies the cost bound of Proposition 10.1.] Q.E.D. 
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11. PRECISION OF COMPUTATIONS AND THE BOOLEAN CIRCUIT 
COMPLEXITY OF COMPUTING POLYNOMIAL ZEROS 
Let some worst case upper bound E on the output errors be prescribed and let us estimate the 
precision of computations B, measured by the number of floating point binary digits or bits in the 
mantissas (fractional parts) of the operands of our algorithms. It is well known that the dependence 
of the zeros ofp(x)  on its coefficients i generally ill-conditioned [42, pp. 82-83], furthermore the 
results of Refs [2, 12 pp. 74-77; 23] suggest hat B should be at least of an order of bn where b 
is defined by conditions (2) and (3). Our claim is that all our algorithms only require the precision 
of computations B = O(bn). 
To support hat claim, recall that all our algorithms are naturally subdivided into self-correcting 
stages, whose output errors are automatically corrected in the next stages; thus it is sufficient o 
estimate the precision required in each stage. Specifically, the entire error analysis of Turan-Weyl's 
isolation algorithm can be reduced to the error analysis of Algorithm 3.1 (Turan's test), of 
Algorithm 4.2 [where we may assume the inequalities (25) and 1 + A >/2n, see Proposition 4.3], of • 
the solution of Task r (see Remark 5.2), and of the numerical integration (46) whose error bound 
is defined by conditions (48) and (49) with 
g < 1/(8n 2) (66) 
(see Section 8). Turan-Weyl's isolation algorithm requires to solve Task r in order to compute 
i(p(x), D) where i.r. (D) t> 8n 2 for the disc D; then surely 1 + A > 2n for Task r. [Here we assume 
that the indices ofp(x)  are computed based on Remark 5.2, but alternatively we may ignore Task 
r and Remark 5.2 and use winding number algorithms of Ref. [13 pp. 239-241] or Ref. [11]; that 
option would not require to increase the precision of computations.] Apart from the stages of 
shifting the variable x by X, that is, of computing the coefficients p~(X) of condition (7), the error 
analysis is trivial for Algorithm 4.2 where 1 + A >/2n and where condition (25) holds (see 
Proposition 4.3) and for solving Task r; it is rather simple for the numerical integration (46), 
assuming conditions (66) [re-examine conditions (47)-(50)]. In those stages of Turan-Weyl's 
isolation algorithm we do not require to increase the precision of computations more than by a 
constant factor. Let us focus on the errors of finite precision of computations in the stages (a) of 
the shift of the variable x by X and (b) of other computations of Turan's test, that is, of computing 
max IsgN/nlJ/~]. 
g=l  . . . .  ,n  
We may truncate the mantissas of p0 . . . . .  Pn, scale p(x), and assure that the input coefficients 
P0 . . . . .  pn of p(x) are integers. Let 
maxlpjl < 2% E ---- 2 -h, b = m + h, (67) 
J 
compare conditions (3), (4) and Theorem 1 of Ref. [10]. 
Stage (a). We will assume that the shift values X are such that both real and imaginary parts 
of 2h+2x are integers. (Otherwise we would change X respectively, increasing the absolute output 
error bound less than by E = 2-h; we will assume also that IXI < 2% see Theorem 1 of Ref. [10].) 
Then the coefficients of the polynomial q(y) of equation (7) are integer multiples of 1/2 (h÷ 2)~ [that 
is, they take the form HI2 (h+ 2)~ where H is an integer], so it is sufficient o compute them with 
absolute rrors less than 1/2 th ÷ 2)~ + t and to recover their exact values via rounding-off. Following 
Ref. [43], we reduce computing the shift of x to convolution of two vectors whose entries have 
absolute values < 2 b~ (compare condition (67) and Ref. [43] or equation (2.3) of Ref. [9]), so that 
O(bn) bit-precision of computations will suffice. (This follows if we reduce the convolution to FFT 
whose error analysis is available, see Refs [30, p. 194; 44], or alternatively to integer multiplication 
[28, 29], whose error estimates are available in Ref. [27].) 
Stage (b). Consider the evaluation of the power sums via the iterations (8) and via solving the 
system (10). O(1) iterations (8) suffice (we reduce them to convolutions and DFTs). That few 
iterations (8) may require to increase the precision not more than O(1) times (compare the error 
estimates from Refs [2, 27, 44], so we will only analyze the errors of the solution of the triangular 
Toeplitz systems (10). Let s denote an entry of the inverse of an n x n unit triangular Toeplitz 
matrix T. Then (see Ref. [30, Lemma 2, p. 192] ) I ( log ls l=O(n log( l+t ) ) ,  log(loglsl~/n)= 
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O(log (1 + t)), where t denotes the maximum absolute value of an entry of T. In fact the diagonal 
entries of the coefficient matrix of the system (10) equal Pn.k # 0, which is the Nth power of the 
leading coefficient P0 (X) of the polynomial q (y) = y np(X + 1/y) of condition (7). We will keep our 
previous assumptions [ ee part (a) above] that the coefficients of p(x) are m-bit integers between 
-2  m and 2 m and that X has real and imaginary parts of the form j/2 h÷2 for an integer j. Then all 
the coefficients of q(y) are integer multiples of 1/2 (h÷2~n, and it suffices to scale the system by 
2 (h÷2~N, which means the increase of the precision by (h + 2)nN = O(bn) binary bits. Thus, due 
to the estimate from Ref. [30], it suffices to compute with the precision of O(bn) bits in order to 
control the errors in Stage (b). (We could arrive at a similar, and actually at even a more favorable, 
result if we used Cauchy's integrals (11) in order to compute Is~NI ~/~0, compare conditions (48)-(50) 
and Ref. [2, p. 34]). 
Summarizing we conclude that the computations with O(bn) binary bit precision suffice to 
support the applications of Algorithm 3.1, as well as other steps of Turan-Weyl's isolation 
algorithm. 
Similarly we may deduce that Lehmer-Turan's algorithms of Sections 3 and 10 and 
Turan-Weyl's algorithm of Section 5 only require computations with O(bn) bit-precision. In the 
case of Lehmer-Turan's isolation algorithm an order of 10g log n successive iterations (8) may 
be needed to raise the zeros of p(x) to the powers of an order of O(n) while solving Task r of 
Section 4; the required estimates for the errors and for the precision of such computations can 
be found in Ref. [2]. 
We may combine our arithmetic omplexity estimates with the known bounds on the Boolean 
circuit complexity of arithmetic operations over integers mod 2 s [that is, with the estimates 
Os(t(B)) for the Boolean sequential time and OB(log2B, t(B)) for the Boolean parallel cost where 
t(B) is defined by equation (1)]. We apply those bounds with B = O(bn), multiply the entries of 
Tables 1 and 2 by t(B) or by log2B, respectively, and arrive at the Boolean circuit complexity 
estimates for the problems of computing polynomial zeros. The previous works on polynomial 
zeros do not present such estimates explicitly, but actually all of them imply inferior bounds 
(exceeding ours at least by a factor of n or so). The only exception is the estimates of Ref. [2], stated 
in Theorem 19.2 for the sequential complexity of approximating to all the zeros of p(x) on the 
Boolean circuits and implicit in the case of a single zero of p(x). The proof of those bounds in 
Ref. [2] is long, involved, and so far remains uncompleted. We will Outline another way of deducing 
and slightly refining those estimates in Section 12.3, but already in the present section we almost 
reached the bounds of Ref. [2] [up to within a factor of log n log(bn) or less, depending on the 
value b)]; the proof of those slightly inferior estimates is much simpler than the proof of the bounds 
of Ref. [2]. 
Remark 11.1 
We use the worst case estimate B =O(bn) for the precision of computations supporting our 
arithmetic cost bounds; for many input polynomials p(x), the precision bound of an order of bn 
is overly pessimistic; it can be actually decreased by a factor of n. Even in the worst case, we may 
compute with precision lower roughly by a factor of n (so that the sequential nd parallel Boolean 
complexity estimates decrease r spectively) if we apply the same algorithms not in order to compute 
the zeros ofp(x) but in order to factor p(x) numerically, that is, to compute complex u/and v/such 
that all the coefficients of the polynomial 
p(x) - ~ (ujx + vj) 
j= l  
have absolute values < E, compare Theorems 2.1 and 19.2 of Ref. [2]. 
12. SOME ALTERNATIVES, IMPROVEMENTS AND COMMENTS ON 
THE TECHNIQUES USED AND OPEN PROBLEMS 
We may modify our algorithms in a number of ways and arrive at the same overall estimates 
for the asymptotic arithmetic and Boolean complexity (within polylogarithmic factors). Let us 
consider some of such modifications. 
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12.1. Some alternatives to Turan's test 
The solution of Task s of Section 4 for s = n via Turan's test and Theorem 3.1 can be replaced 
by the solution relying on relation (18). This would slightly increase the arithmetic ost of the 
solution, to OA(log n log log n, n), but the proof of relation (18) is simpler than the proof of 
Theorem 3.1. In the applications of Section 6, we can see some other alternatives to (but not 
improvement of) Turan's Algorithm 3.1; in paritcular, winding number algorithms can replace 
Turan's test in some applications where the input square has larger isolation ratio; Schur-Cohn 
test [13, pp. 508-509], can replace Turan's in Section 9, although this would increase both sequential 
and parallel arithmetic time bounds by a factor of n/log n. 
12.2. Approximating to the zeros of a polynomial via its recursive splitting into factors 
In this section we will modify our algorithms via recursive splitting ofp(x) into factors and then 
(see also Section 12.3) will (slightly) improve our arithmetic and Boolean cost bounds. 
Let a disc D contain exactly k zeros of p(x), that is, xj¢~) . . . . .  X~k), where 0 < k < n. Let 
k 
f (x)  = 1-] (x - x~h)), g(x) =p(x)/f(x). (68) 
h=l  
We will call such a factorization of p(x) its splitting over the disc D. Suppose that we recursively 
split at first p(x), then its factors f (x)  and g(x) [or only one of them of the minimum degree if 
we only need to compute a single zero ofp(x)], and so on (each time we split the polynomials over 
appropriately chosen discs), until linear factors give us the desired zeros of p(x). Extending the 
earlier study of such an approach (see Refs [45, pp. 295-320; 46], Sch6nhage in Ref. [2 Chapt. 3], 
suggests some effective algorithms that approximately compute the coefficients of the factors f and 
g ofp(x) over a disc D = D(0, R) with an error bound E*/n". The cost of those algorithms i
CA(n) = OA(IOg n log(bn), n log b/log (bn)) (69) 
provided that bn = log2(R/E*) and that, say i.r. (D) 1> 2, see the end of this section. Furthermore, 
Ref. [2] proves that the above bound E*/n" on the errors of the coefficients of f and g suffices in 
order to assure the output error bound E* on the computed approximations to the coefficients of 
the linear factors ofp(x) and then on the desired output error E [such that b = O(log(R/Q] of the 
resulting approximations to the zeros of p(x). 
The inequality i.r. (D) >/2 holds for a disc D = D(Y, Rx/~ ) if i.r. (S(Y, R) >/4. The algorithms 
of our paper recursively supply squares S(Y, R) with isolation ratios 1> 4, so we may incorporate 
such recursive splittings there. If we ignore the cost of computing all the splittings, that modification 
would surely decrease the cost of the resulting computations, for we will deal with polynomials 
whose degrees decrease in each iteration of our algorithms; furthermore Algorithm 7.1 will be 
greatly simplified: it will be essentially reduced to the case k = n, where the center of gravity M 
of equation (36) is given by the ratio of the two leading coefficients ofp(x) divided by the degree, 
compare Remark 7.1. Then, as before, we will compute the first (for n + 1 -k  = 1 in this case) 
root radius at M and apply Subalgorithm 6.1. Already the outputs of the first application of 
Subalgorithm 6.1 will satisfy relations (30) and (35), due to Proposition 7.2. The cost of such an 
iteration (including the cost of the evaluation of M and of the root radius, as well as the cost of 
the application of Subalgorithm 6.1) is only OA(1Og n, n) and is dominated by CA(n). In the result, 
the overall cost of the algorithm will decrease, although (as we will see) only slightly if we count 
also the cost of the recursive splitting itself. 
For similar reasons, the contractions of the output squares S(X, p) of Subalgorithm 10.1 in 
Lehmer-Turan's isolation algorithm of Section 10 will be greatly simplified, so the overall cost of 
all such contractions will be dominated by the cost of the applications of Subalgorithm 10.1, 
supporting Proposition 10.1. Therefore the overall cost bound for Lehmer-Turan's i olation 
algorithm will equal the sum of the cost bounds of Proposition 10.1 and of the bounds on the cost 
of all the splittings required. There can be at most log2 n of them, due to the decrease of the degrees 
by at least 50% in each splitting. Slowing down parallel computations a in the proof of Theorem 
9.2, we obtain that all the applications of Subalgorithm 10.1 contribute 
c*(n)--OA(1og2n log log n, n/log n) (70) 
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to the overall cost bound. The cost of all the H ~< log2n splittings is 
H 
cg = cAC2h), 
h=0 
see equation (69). Slowing down the computations, we replace CA(2h)=OA(h(h +log b), 
2hlog b/(log b + h)) by OA(h2h/n)log n(Iog b + h), (n/log n)log b/(log b + h)) for h = 0, 1 . . . . .  H. 
Then CA n is replaced by OA(IOg~n log(bn),(n/log n)log b/log(bn)). The latter bound dominates 
equation (70). 
Similarly we deduce that the cost bounds for the O(n) Turan-Weyl's iterations with splitting are 
OA(n log n, n) at the stages of computing all the discs D and OA(n log n log (bn), n log b/log(bn)) 
at the stages of recursive splitting ofp(x)  given all the discs D. The latter cost bound dominates 
the former one. 
Summarizing we arrive at the following estimates, lightly improving the bounds of Theorems 
9.1 and 10.1, compare Remark 9.1. 
Theorem 12.1 
Let positive e, R and b satisfy conditions (3) and (4). The isolated E-approximations to all the 
zeros o fp(x)  can be computed for the parallel cost O^(n log n log (bn), n log b/log (bn))) and 
for the sequential cost OA(n21og b log n), while an isolated E-approximation to a single zero of 
p(x) can be computed for the parallel cost OA(1og2n log (bn)), (n/log n)log(bn)) and for the 
sequential cost OA(n log b log n). These bounds are compatible with O(bn) bit-precision of 
computations with respective implication on the bounds on the Boolean circuit complexity of 
computing all the zeros and a single zero of p(x). 
In the remainder of this section we will trace how equation (69) can be deduced from Ref. [2, 
Chapt. 3], and will indicate the single modification of the construction of Ref. [2] required for that. 
We will assume that we split p(x) itself over a disc D, to use our previous notation. Splitting of 
p(x) begins with computing the power sums sx for K = 1, 2 . . . . .  n + 1 via numerical integration 
(51), say along the boundary F of the disc D * = D (Y, x/~r) [which should replace the disc D~X, R) 
of expressions (51) and (52)]. Here D =D(Y,r) and i.r.(D)>~2. [Then i.r. (D*)~>x/2, r.r. 
(D*) >>, x/~, D*~D.] After replacing the integrals (11) by the integral sums (51) with Q equally 
spaced nodes on the circumference F and after shifting and scaling the variable x, we can reduce 
the numerical integration to three DFTs at Q points. Two DFTs suffice in order to compute p(x) 
and p'(x) at the Q nodes, which after shifting and scaling the variable can be represented as cog, 
g = 0, 1 . . . . .  Q -  1, where q(y) denotes the polynomial obtained from p(x) via shifting and 
scaling the variable x. Q should be sufficiently large to guarantee the desired precision of 
approximation to the power sums. The error estimates for the numerical integration (51) in Ref. 
[2, Sect. 12], rely on the formula (52). Based on those estimates, Ref. [2] requires Q to be of 
an order of n% but this is only needed to handle the case where i.r. (D*) 1> 1 + 1/O(n), which 
corresponds to g = 1 -  1/O(n) in equation (49). In our case i.r. (D*) ~> x/~; this corresponds 
to g ~< x/2/2 < 0.71 in equation (49). In that case it suffices to choose Q = O(n) using the same 
formula (52). Then the cost of the approximate evaluation of all the power sums sr is OA(1Og n, n). 
Finally let us very briefly indicate how equation (69) follows from that development. For the 
cost OA(Iog2n, n/log n) the algorithm of Ref. [2, Sect. 13], recovers the approximations to the 
coefficients of the factors f(x) from the approximations to the power sums; the errors of those 
approximations are kept sufficiently small in order to enable us to start the refinement of 
those approximations via Newton's iterations of Sections 10 and 11 of Ref. [2]. Each such an 
iteration is reduced to few multiplications and divisions of polynomials of degrees ~< n, so its cost 
is OA(log n, n). O(log b) such iterations uffice to output the coefficients o f f (x )  and g(x) with 
error bound ~< e. 
12.3. Decreasing the Boolean circuit bounds 
Estimating the Boolean circuit complexity in Section 11 and in Theorem 12.1 we relied on the 
customary pattern of implementing each finite precision arithmetic operation on Boolean circuits 
and assumed the same finite precision B = O(bn) for each arithmetic operation. In this section we 
will slightly improve those estimates for the Boolean circuit complexity (by factors varying from 
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log n to log2n). We will rely on the algorithms already used in the previous ections and on their 
more clever implementation on Boolean circuits. A factor of log n improvement immediately 
follows if we apply the specialized algorithms of Refs [30, 33] in order to implement (on Boolean 
circuits) the operations of polynomial multiplication and division, DFT, and shift of the variable, 
which are used in our algorithms as the basis blocks. Those specialized algorithms ultimately rely 
on the customary reduction of each of the above operations to multiplication of two polynomials 
with integer coefficients [23-25] in turn reduced to a single multiplication of long integers (the latter 
step follows Refs [28, 29]). 
Our arithmetic omplexity estimates of the previous ection suggest that for a further decrease 
of the Boolean cost of Turan-Weyrs isolation algorithm it would suffice to decrease the Boolean 
cost of its stages of recursive splitting over given discs D, because the asymptotic cost of computing 
the splitting discs D is already of a lower order than the overall cost. 
Such a decrease indeed immediately follows if we complement Turan-Weyl's isolation algorithm 
by Theorem 12.1 of Ref. [2] and by its further improvement from Section 13 of Ref. [2]. The latter 
results supply upper estimates for the sequential Boolean cost tB(n) of approximating to the 
coefficients of f (x)  and g(x) of equation (68), so that lip(x)-f(x)g(x)lit < 2-Blip(x)lit, where 
h h 
~, ui xi t denotes ~ luil. 
i=0  i=O 
Specifically Ref. [2] proves that 
ts(n) = OB(H(n)log H(n)log log H(n)), (71) 
where 
H(n) = k(B + k) + (1/6)(n + Ilog2/~ I)2 + nB;/~ = minlp(x)l, 
xEF 
F being the boundary of the disc D* over which p(x) is splitted [we may always turn D* 
into D(0, 1) via shifting and scaling the variable x], and 6 = In m(D*), m(D*) = min {i.r. (D*), 
r.r. (D*)}. That bound has already incorporated an order of log n improvement of the Boolean 
cost bound due to using the specialized algorithms cited above. [The proof of the above refine- 
ment of Theorem 12.1 of Ref. [2] is much simpler than the entire proof of the main result of Ref. 
[2], which essentially amounts to the bound (74) below.) In our case re(D*)/> x/~, 6 i> In x//2 > 0.3, 
/~ >I (lnx/~/(2x/~)) n > 0.1 n, k ~< n, so n(n) = O(n 2 + nB), tB(n) = OB((n 2 + Bn)log(Bn)log log(Bn)). 
Substitute here B = O(nb) [which will suffice to assure the final output error bound E for the 
approximations to the zeros of p(x)] and arrive at the bound 
tB (n) = OB (bn 2 log(bn)log log(bn)). (72) 
Let TB(n) denote the sequential Boolean time of Turan-Weyrs exclusion algorithm (with recursive 
splitting) applied to an n th degree polynomial, excluding the time required for computing the discs 
D needed for the recursive splittings. Then 
TB(n ) <~ max ( TB(k ) + T~(n - k) + tn(n )). 
0<k<n 
Combine the latter bound on TB(n) with the bound (72), and deduce (by induction on n) the 
following estimate: 
TB (n) = OB (bn 3 log(bn)log log(bn)). (73) 
In fact estimate (73) also includes the bound on the sequential Boolean time for computing all 
the splitting discs D. Indeed, recall the arithmetic ost bound OA(n log n, n) of those computations, 
see Section 12.2. Using precision B = O(bn) and the cited specialized algorithms for polynomial 
arithmetic, DFT, and the shift of the variable, we extend that bound to the Boolean bound of 
estimate (73). 
Estimate (73) is close to the bound of the main theorem of Ref. [2] 
TB(n) = OB((b + log n) n31og(bn)log log(bn)). (74) 
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Our derivation of bound (73) is simpler than Schrnhage's proof of bound (74). To our advantage, 
we use Turan-Weyrs constructio~ which immediately supplies the discs D* for splitting 
polynomials uch that i.r. (D*)/> x/2, while in the construction of Ref. [2] the splitting discs D* 
are computed in a more complicated way, and only the lower bound 1 + 1/O(n) on their isolation 
ratios is assured. With such a lower bound (lower than our x/~) further substantial complications 
(implying also the increase of the overhead constants) follow where a certain lower bound on/~ 
is required for the transition from equation (71) to equation (74). 
In the case of computing a single zero ofp(x) via Lehmer-Turan's construction with recursive 
splitting, the degrees of the polynomials to be splitted decrease by at least 50% in each splitting 
stage. Therefore equation (72) implies the upper bound 2tB(n) on the sequential Boolean time 
required for all the splittings within Lehmer-Turan's construction. Taking into account the 
decrease of the degree in each splitting by at least 50%, we also arrive at the bound t~(n) = O(t~(n) 
bn log(bn)log log(bn)/log n) on the sequential Boolean time required for all the applications of 
Subalgorithm 10.1. Here t*(n)=O(n log n log log n) denotes the arithmetic sequential time 
required for all those splittings and defined as the product of the time and processor bounds in 
the estimate (70) for c*(n) in Section 12.2; the factor O(bn log(bn)log(bn)/log n) represents the 
average Boolean time for an arithmetic operation in the cited specialized algorithms for polynomial 
multiplication and division, shift of the variable, and DFT. Summarizing, we arrive at the following 
bound on the sequential Boolean time required in order to approximate to a zero of p(x) with 
absolute rror ~< E (using Lehmer-Turan's i olation algorithm with splitting) 
T*a(n) = OB(bnElog log n log(bn)log log(bn)). (75) 
For comparison, here is the bound implicit in Ref. [2] [and slightly inferior to equation (75)] 
T~(n) = OB((b + n)n21og n log(bn)log log(bn)). 
As a challenge to the reader, we leave the problems of possible further improvement of the 
bounds (73) and (75) [say by a factor of log log n in bound (75)] and of their rather simple 
extensions to the parallel Boolean circuit complexity bounds. 
12.4. A zero of higher order derivative vs the center of gravity 
Algorithm 7.1 can be modified if we replace the center of gravity M by the (unique) zero z of 
the (k -  l)th derivative of p(x) lying in the input disc D, provided that i.r. (D)i> 75n 5. The 
respective xtension of Proposition 7.2, combined with the result on the rapid convergence of 
Newton's iterations to z, is supplied in the following nontrivial theorem. 
Theorem 12.2 [11] 
(a) Let p(x) be a polynomial of a positive degree n and let k, r, R, X be four numbers uch that 
R >t 15 n3r > 0 and each of the discs D(X, r) and D(X, R) contains exactly k zeros ofp(X), counted 
with their multiplicities. Then pk-~(X), the (k - l)th order derivative of p(x), has unique zero z 
in the discs D(X, 3nr/2) and D(X, R/(lOn2)). (b) Furthermore, if the disc D(X, 5n2R) also contains 
only the same k zeros of p(x), then Newton's iterations 
xi+ l = xi -- g(xi)/g' (x,), i = O, 1 . . . . .  
applied to the function g(x)=p(k-~)(x) with the initial point xo=X, converge to z, and 
[x i -  z[ ~< 23-2'[X - z[ for all positive i. 
Comparing with the cost of computing the center of gravity M of equation (36), this means the 
same sequential time bound but a slightly larger (by a factor of log n) parallel time bound. Note 
also a higher isolation ratio of disc D required in Theorem 12.2. 
The proof of part (b) of Theorem 12.2 in Ref. I1 l] relies on the result of Ref. [47] and Ref. [5] 
that guarantees the quadratic onvergence ofNewton's iterations to a zero ofp (x) assuming certain 
relations for the high order derivatives ofp(x). The proof of part (a) relies on the following well 
known formula 
k- I  
p(k-I)(x)/p(x) = ~ I'I I/(X -- X:th)), (76) 
h~l  
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see Ref. [13]. Here the summation is over all the ordered k tuples of distinct integers from 1 
to n. 
In the case where k = n, we have that pC,- t)(z) = p,n!z + p,_ l(n - 1)!, so z = M = -p , _  ~/(np,) 
(compare Remark 7.1), and computing z and M becomes equally simple. [This will be the case also 
if the recursive splitting of p(x) over the discs is applied.] We will conclude with a simple proof 
of a weaker version of part (a) of Theorem 12.1, which will demonstrate some ideas used in the 
proof of part (a) of that theorem. 
Proposition 12.1 
Let X be a complex number, let kR > (2n -k ) r ,  and let exactly k zeros o fp(x)  lie in each of 
the two discs D(X, R) and D(X, r). Then exactly k - 1 zeros of the derivative p'(x) lie in each of 
the discs D(X, r) and D(X, Rl), where 
nRi = kR - (n - k)r. 
Proof. At first let us prove that the discs D (X, r) and D (X, Rt ) contain the same number of zeros 
of p'(x)  or equivalently that p ' (w)~ 0 for an arbitrary point w that lies in the annulus 
r < IX -  w l ~< RI. (77) 
Let w be a point in that annulus. Assume that w/> 0, X = Rt. Otherwise shift and scale the variable 
x to assure those relations. Recall that 
p' (x) /p(x)  = ~ 1/(x - xj), (78) 
j= l  
see Ref. [13]. Denote q = R~ - r. Then Re(1/(w - xj)) > q/(Rt + r) i fx je O(X, r); Re(l/(w - xj)) <~ 
q/(R - R~) if xj~ D(X, R). Therefore Re(p'(w)/(p(w))  > kq/(R1 + r) - (n - k)q/(R - R,) >t O. 
Thus p'(w) ~ 0 for any point w lying in the annulus (77). Apply homotopic transformation fp(x)  
into the polynomial p(x)  having k-multiple zero at X and the same n - k zeros outside of D(X, R) 
as p(x)  has. Deduce that the derivatives ofp(x) and q(x) have the same number of zeros in D(X, r) 
(counted with their multiplicities), that is, k - 1. Q.E.D. 
Proposition 12.1 can be applied recursively to p(x), p ' (x) ,  p"(x),  and so on, yielding the 
following result, which can be improved basing on the (more involved) direct application of 
equation (76) rather than on the recursive application of equation (78). 
Corollary 12.1 
Under the assumptions ofTheorem 12.1, each of the discs D (X, r) and D (X, Rj) contains exactly 
k - j  zeros of the j th order derivative of p(x),  where 
Ro=R,  (n -1 )Rt+~=(k- i )R , - (n -k ) r ,  i=0 ,1  . . . . .  j - I ;  j<~k. 
12.5. Comments on the techniques used 
In Table 3 we compare the main algebraic and numerical techniques used in Refs [2, 11] and 
in this paper. Our geometric onstruction of Sections 6-9 has some common feature with Weyl's, 
Sch6nhage's and Renegar's geometric constructions, being, however, distinct from all of them. Our 
construction of Section 10 is novel, with only minor borrowing from Lehmer's. 
Schrnhage himself defines his approach in Ref. [2] as a "splitting circle method", which "has 
been described in Ref. [45, pp. 543-560] already, without a priori bounds, however,". Renegar 
emphasizes in the summary and throughout the paper [11] that his algorithm "is built around 
Newton's method and Schur-Cohn algorithm". 
12.6. Some open problems 
The major open problem is whether computing all the complex zeros of p(x)  is in NC, that is, 
whether it is possible to compute all the complex zeros ofp(x)  for the parallel cost OB(log bn) °~), 
(bn) °°)) or OA((log(bn)) °tl), (bn)°~)), where b is defined by conditions (3) and (4). (Positive answer 
is given in Corollary 5.1 in the simple case where b ~< (log n) °~l) and in Ref. [10] in the case where 
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Techniques u ed Ref. [2] Ref. [I I] This paper 
Turan's power sum No No Yes 
Numerical integration Only for splitting No Yes 
Recursive splitting of p(x) Optional 
(via integration and Yes No (for minor improvements of the results) 
Newton's refinement) 
Newton's iterations No Yes Optional 
(without splitting) (with a minor drawback) 
Schur~2ohn test No Yes No 
all the zeros are real.) It is also interesting (at least theoretically) if the root radius estimate of Ref. 
[14] can be extended to cover also the approximation to the sth root radius ofp(x)  for 1 < s < n 
and if the bounds of the last lines of Tables 1 and 2 on the arithmetic ircuit complexity and the 
bounds (73) and (75) on the Boolean circuit complexity can be further decreased. Finally, is it 
possible to improve the lower bound on the arithmetic sequential time from fl(n + log b) to, say 
f~(n log b) or fl(n log (nb))? 
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